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editor’s note

Dear Readers,
Hello again!
Our cover story features UNESCO World Heritage Site, the
Parliamentary Precinct. Undertaken by the Public Services and
Procurement Canada, this project was a visually stunning one. The
masterpiece is an impressive sight to behold come nightfall, where
it glows extraordinarily against the skyline. Read on to discover this
architectural gem.
The next illuminating piece we have focuses on world-famous
project, the Luminothérapie. Held for the 6th year running, this
inspiring project allows light to be danced around and played with in
a child-like wonder. Who would’ve though a single light tube could
be reimagined into a swing set!
My personal favourite showcase for this issue has to be the Belgium
Railway Museum. Each train on display has its own story, the most
remarkable being the Pays de Waes, the oldest preserved steam
locomotive in Europe. Bathed in a newly designed set of lights, these
trains come to life in their own way.
Our product showcase takes a summarizing look back at the Light +
Building 2016, the landmark trade fair of the industry. While every
exhibitor at the fair was memorable in their own way, we found these
four brands to be particularly impressive. Here we recap their choice
offerings.
Have a lovely time reading!

Nicole Lee
Editor
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light talk by martin klaasen

GOOD, CHEAP or FAST…
How we can contribute to better quality lighting and lighting design?

In an ideal world our lighting designs would be of good quality,
achievable for a reasonable price and easy to install and maintain;
good, cheap and fast. The reality however has always been that
you can only get two out of three at the time. In other words if
you want it good and cheap, it won’t be fast. If you want it good
and fast it won’t be cheap and if, as most of our clients, you want
it cheap and fast, it won’t be good.
Unfortunately our world is driven by time and money and while
there is a growing appreciation for good and durable goods
(read lighting) the majority of our clients seem to have only eyes
for spending as little as possible (but don’t we all want that?).
Specifically when it comes to lighting there is little understanding
of the benefits of good lighting and with that spending a little bit
more. In most people’s mind lighting is just one of these small
items at the bottom of the to-do list, in short, it is not perceived
as being important so why spent the money.
This lack of quality appreciation expresses itself on many, many
levels. First of all there are the LED Cowboys who are trying to
benefit from the demand for LED by churning out LED lighting
fixtures as fast and as cheap as possible. The lights are promoted
with many promises (mostly what you want to hear!) but the
reality being that these lights fail to deliver on nearly every aspect
of quality, literally failing shortly after installation. But since it was
cheap the reasoning is that you should not really complain, right?
As lighting designers, shifting the good from the bad boys has
become a big challenge forcing us into due diligence every time
we specify a light fitting.
Then there are the decision makers in charge of projects, those
with budgets and time lines. For starters most of the time these
people have already been misled at the start by ignorant quantity
surveyors who have no idea what sort of value for money they
need to provide when it comes to budgeting (LED) lighting. It
is still quite common to find budgets that have been compiled
based on old conventional lighting technology. When lighting
designers are eventually appointed and start designing with
LED technology, budgets do not match by a mile. But lack of
understanding why LED and good quality lighting may cost a bit
more often result in clashes with lighting designers painted of as
inconsiderate and not looking after the clients well-being! This of
course is quite relative as the next anecdote will show you.
In one of my project meetings a few years ago, the client thought
my estimated budget of about $250,000 was way too expensive
and asked me to reduce it to $100,000 (on direction from his QS).
I diplomatically answered that I would look into it. The next item
on the agenda for this project (a big holiday resort on a remote
island) was whether they should purchase 5 or 6 TV receiver
antennas. The cost of each antenna… $150,000 each! Realising
the disproportionate discussion about spending money, I
jumped in and suggested that keeping it to 5 only would free
up the necessary money needed for my lights. Suddenly realising
that their attempts on saving money had been wrongly focussed
they agreed and approved by requested budget. It just proved
again how unimportant lighting is often viewed.
Last but not least there are the contractors, the installers who look
for any opportunity to save money on their pre-agreed package
deal. This is found in several ways, substituting the specified
lighting fixtures by cheaper “look-a-like” fixtures and by cutting
corners at installation. One would think that keeping control
8

of specifications and making sure that the specified fixture is
actually delivered and installed should be easy, but reality often
is different. During a recent site visit to inspect mock up rooms
installed as per specification I noticed that the lighting effect
was different from what I knew it should be. In the first room the
light distribution was different and a lesser visual comfort (glare)
distinctively noticeable. I requested the contractor to take out the
light so I could review it more closely. Reluctantly I was handed
the light and not surprisingly it was a poor attempt of a copy.
In the second room the light distribution and overall ambience
was as expected. Nevertheless I asked again to see the lights up
close and to my surprise it was a copy as well, but a near identical
one, in looks and performance! As it turned out the supplier was
also the agent for the original brand specified, but had manage
to source for a near perfect substitute copy at only half the price!
I took however offence to the fact that he was passing it on for
the original and demanded in compensation that he supply the
original at the same half price to the client…
Finally quality of workmanship is one of the most abused ways
to cut costs. I often don’t understand the mentality behind
these actions as contracts have been awarded to perform the
installation works to specification and applicable quality and
safety standards. Some deliberately use substitute or even inferior
installation methods to cut costs, by using short cuts, skipping
installation procedures, omitting installation components,
sometimes it is just out of laziness because the thinking is that
once it is installed it is often not visible. Unless we look into the
ceiling when it comes to downlights or get up a ladder to look
into a cove light, our only way to assess is to look at the visible, the
resulting lighting effects with the invisible remaining unchecked.
Not surprisingly education and creating awareness is one of
the most vital tasks at the start of any project. Whether it is the
manufacturer, the supplier, the developer, decision maker or the
contractor it still remains very rare that we find a project lighting
installation that is of outstandingly good quality, has been
completed on time and within budget…
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LIGHTEMOTION WINS THREE IEX-MONTREAL LUMIERE 15/16
ILLUMINATION AWARDS

F

rom Burj Kalifa in Dubai to the architectural lighting
of the Complexe Desjardins in Montreal, Lightemotion
is an independent firm located in Montreal known for its
large-scale projects on five continents.
In the last year, the company was rewarded with three
Illumination Awards by the Illuminating Engineering Society.
The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
(IES) is a non-profit learned society that was founded in
1906. The IES’s stated mission is to improve the lighted
environment by bringing together those with lighting
knowledge and by translating that knowledge into actions
that benefit the public.
A Colossal Project To Undertake
Honored with the interior lighting Illumination Award for its
lighting design concept for the Burj Dubai Mall Expansion,
Lightemotion is undeniably internationally renowned.
Mandated by the firm to highlight their interior design the
Montreal firm needed to create a specific signature for
the 125th and 148th floors of the tallest building in the
world. These two areas include a luxurious lounge, upscale
boutique and a huge 360-degree observatory.
The Montreal firm had to create a total symbiosis between
the building’s architecture and its lighting. “The architecture

is extremely organic and light was thought to be completely
articulated within it,” says Roupinian, President and design
Lightemotion. The lighting of the 125th floor of the Burj
Dubai Mall Expansion represented a real challenge for Mr.
Roupinian and his team as they needed to create an intimate
atmosphere that would also be visible throughout the city.
Iconic Illumination For The Complexe Desjardins
The Montreal sky would not be the same without the
presence of Lightemotion. Mandated to position the
Complexe Desjardins as a key element of the Quartier
des Spectacles sector, the firm is responsible for the
illumination of the three towers.
Distinguished with the architectural Illumination Award,
Lightemotion created a two-level lighting that is far from
static. “We strongly believe in creating different light scape
scenarios in the Montreal skylight, so this concept evolves
during the evening,” says Roupinian.
The great challenge of this project was to find a timeless
signature unique to Desjardins. The outdoor lighting also
needed to be harmonized with the interior lighting master
plan created by the firm in 2008. This long process has
transformed the Complexe Desjardins, reducing its power
consumption by 67%.
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A Vast Forest Of Lampshades
Mandated by the City of Quebec and the Quebec Tourist
Information Center, Lightemotion has created the winter
illumination of Cartier Avenue. Resembling Chinese
lanterns, this vast forest of 34 lampshades inspired by the
works of Alfred Pellan and Fernand Leduc, was the winner
of the outdoor lighting Illumination Award.
The company chose to create a virtual gallery of artwork
that could be changed every year. This concept, which
will extend to other arteries, represented an enormous
technical challenge for Lightemotion. The Montreal firm
had to design a tool that the client can himself articulate
and that is perfectly suited to the harsh winter weather.
Let’s not forget that this installation is part of a broad
plan to position Quebec City as the winter capital of North
America.
What Lightemotion Is About
The Lightemotion team is composed of lighting and
theatre designers, lighting engineers, interior architects
and marketing consultants from the four cor ners of
the globe. The firm sets itself apart from others by its
multidisciplinary team and its artistic approach, focusing
on the needs of its customers. Able to intervene in five
different languages, this eclectic team works with the
same passion and technical rigor regardless of the size
of a project.
Amongst its most recent projects, the Montreal firm has
created the Lighting of four Singapore Museums, as well as
the lighting design for the biggest train museum in Europe;
Brussels’ Train World.
Closer to home, we can note the recently completed Lighting
Master Plan of Parliament Hill in Ottawa, and the Lighting
of the Lac Leamy Casino. Lightemotion is currently hard at
work on the great Queen Elizabeth Fairmont Revitalization
project in Montreal.

10
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LG DISPLAY TO BUILD WORLD’S FIRST 5TH GENERATION OLED
LIGHT PANEL PLANT

L

G Display announced today that it will invest in a new OLED light
panel manufacturing facility. The planned facility will be the first 5th
generation (1000 x 1200mm) OLED light panel manufacturing plant in
the world. It is to be located in the South Korean city of Gumi, where
it will produce a range of OLED light panels.
The initial input capacity at the plant will be 15,000 glass substrates
per month. The monthly input capacity could be gradually ramped up
depending on the market situation.
LG Display expects the increased production with the new facility to
give the company economies-of-scale. This will help the company
obtain significant price competitiveness. In addition, the accumulated
OLED display technical know-how will allow LG Display to considerably
enhance OLED light product quality.
The 5th generation facility will give the company panel size flexibility.
W ith the larger glass substrate, LG Display will be able to produce a
wide range of different size light panels, including giant ones. Further,
this ability to make giant panels will better enable the company to
penetrate the general lighting market.
The investment decision follows the acquisition by LG Display of the
OLED light business of its sister company, LG Chem in December,
2015.
The plan for the new facility is in keeping with LG Display’s vision of
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bringing the exciting new OLED technology to customers
around the world in the broadest array of applications.
The company will firstly focus on task lighting and
decorative lighting in high-end retail stores and in luxury
hospitality; and expand to the general lighting market
going forward. Also, the company will focus on automotive
and convergence applications such as OLED light panels
merged with furniture, architectural materials, electronic
devices and more.
Mr. Young Kwon Song, Senior Vice President and Head
of Strategy & Marketing Group at LG Display, said, “Our
OLED light business will further strengthen LG Display’s
commitment to nurture OLED as the future growth engine.
Based on LG Display’s strong track-record and know-how
in OLED display business, we will create synergy with the
OLED light business and maintain our strong position in
the overall OLED industry going forward.”
LG’s OLED light experience began in 2000 with R&D into
OLED materials at the Group’s chemicals affiliate, LG
Chem, with production of OLED light panels beginning
in 2012. The acquisition last year of the OLED light
panel manufacturing business by LG Display has been
creating synergies with its production infrastructure and
technology in OLED displays. It allows the company to
save costs through integrated purchasing and shared
investments, increase productivity by drawing on the
accumulated knowledge of the display business, and help
improve production infrastructure and use of technology
patents.
OLED light is made up of layers of organic materials which
is self-illuminating and consumes less power and also emits
lower heat than conventional lighting. It is environmentally
friendly and is closest to natural light. Due to its ability to
be thin and flexible, it is suitable for different applications
and venues and could create new markets for lighting.
According to UBI Research, a market research firm, the
OLED light market is expected to grow rapidly from US$
135 million in 2016 to US$ 1.6 billion in 2020.
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CHRISTIE MARKS TEN YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL INITATIVES,
WITH FUTURE PROGRAMES FOR WASTE REDUCTION AND
LESSENED ENERGY CONSUMPTION

C

hristie celebrates the 10-year
anniversary of its Environmental
Management System (EMS). The ISO
14001 system focuses on building
and continually improving Christie’s
environmental performance.
The EMS encompasses numerous
environmental
programs
including
waste reduction, recycling, water
and electricity reduction, facility and
operational improvements, with a
significant net CO2 reduction.
Chairman,
president
and
CEO
Jack Kline said, “We’ve introduced
numerous programs to reduce our

12
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carbon footprint. These initiatives are an investment in the
future and, what is unquestionable, is the ultimate impact
on the environment. I want Christie to set an example for
other companies; we take this seriously and don’t intend
on slowing down.”
Initiatives include the installation of 2,190 solar panel
modules on the Ushio (Christie’s parent company) and
Christie office buildings in Cypress, California. The panels
produce 833,000 kWh annually, reducing CO2 emissions
by 814,807 pounds and power consumption by up to 28
percent. Christie MicroT iles installations in the lobbies of
Ushio and Christie (Camden Drive) display the amount of
energy that the solar panels produce in real-time.
At Christie’s manufacturing headquarters in Kitchener,
Ontario, a 35,000 square foot warehouse was converted to
office space using environmentally conscious techniques
aligned with LEED Gold. The space includes daylight
harvesting, energy conserving lighting with high-efficiency
HVAC automation, sound masking and carefully selected
interior materials.
Overall, environmental related projects in Christie’s
Kitchener facility resulted in a 47 percent decrease in
natural gas consumption and a 27 percent decrease in
water consumption between 2004 and 2015. The facility
also boasted a 60 percent waste diversion improvement
over the 10-year period.
In 2014, Christie employees initiated a project to reduce the
amount of LDPE#4 foam sent out as waste. Staff worked
with the primary packaging supplier to pick-up foam used
in raw material packaging from Christie for processing
back into a raw material form. This allowed Christie to be
among the first manufacturing companies in the region to
remove this product from its waste stream.
“When it comes to the environment, we only have one
planet and it’s up to all of us to take care of it,” says
Kline. “Ten years ago, when we started our environmental
management program, we took this very seriously; we
wanted all of our employees to be a part of it. To do so, we
had to create a vision, and that was to constantly improve
what we’re doing to preserve the environment.”

13
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JAM BAND MOE. WRAPS WINTER TOUR WITH SUPPORT FROM
CLAY PAKY FIXTURES

A

lighting designer with Nashville-based Pulse Lighting,
Justin Casey has been working with the band since
last July. Moe. tours year-round; their winter tour recently
concluded in Manhattan. “The band celebrated its 25th
anniversary year in 2015, and the winter tour wrapped in
New York City on St. Patrick’s Day,” says Casey. “I’ll be
redesigning the winter rig for Moe.’s summer festival tour.”
Main Light Industries supplied the lights and consoles for
the winter tour.
Casey chose 12 Clay Paky A.leda B-EYE K20s and four
Stormy CC RGBW LED Strobes for the rig. The B-EYEs
were the “workhorses of the rig” delivering the primary
lighting for the band as well as “eye candy in their pixelmapping mode,” he explains. “I liked having full control of
the lights to create my own very colorful gobo effects – the
band got crazy and the lights got crazy, too. The B-EYEs
gave me the ability to make things different all the time;
they set the rig apart from others that moe. had before.”
Casey is new to B-EYEs having seen them at
product demos. “Up ‘til now I haven’t had a
was a good fit for them,” he notes. “Moe.
creative jam band so the B-EYEs’ really cool
and kaleidoscopic looks suited them.”

LDI and at
client who
is a really
eye candy

Casey deployed the B-EYEs in a ground package or flew
them depending on the size of the venue. “Sometimes we
flew half and used half on the ground,” he says. “In smaller
venues they were all on the ground.”
People commented on the powerful lights “every time
we did a show,” Casey reports. “In their pixel-mapping
mode I could do different color chases and dimming runs.
Sometimes I used them as rings, sometimes I used the
middle couple of cells, sometimes they were washes open
wide and throwing color everywhere.”
But “programming the B-EYEs was a task at first,” says
Casey who also served as lighting programmer and board
operator. “A.C.T was really helpful in getting a profile up
and running for exactly how I wanted to use the B-EYEs.”
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Although a lot of venues have strobe lights in their house
rigs, Casey selected the Stormy CC RGBW Strobes to
add color to conventional strobe effects. “They gave us a
traditional look for some songs and a lot of color saturation
for others,” he explains. “It was nice to have them along
on the tour.”
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WHITE LIGHT TO EXHIBIT
AT PLASA FOCUS LEEDS
2016, WITH KEY PRODUCT
IMAGECUE

W

hite Light returns to PLASA Focus Leeds with key
product ImageCue: an easy-to-use image server.
The product has already made a huge impact in the world
of playback devices, having won the LDI 2015 PLASA
Member’s Choice Award for Best Gadget. The server
provides control of high definition still images and videos,
using only twelve channels of DMX512. It is extremely fast,
with images and videos able to be selected and played
back in less than a quarter of a second.
Joining ImageCue will be the recently launched Mantra
Lite from LSC Lighting. The Mantra makes control of LED
fixtures easy and intuitive, whilst still allowing control of
moving lights and conventionals. Mantra combines the
ease of use of a fader-based console, with the power of a
touch screen graphical user interface.
The software also acts as a guide for those using it,
ensuring a very easy learning curve for even the most
novice user. Also on show will be LSC’s Gen VI, which is
an advanced dimming system. The GenVI represents the
sixth generation of dimmers designed by LSC and allows
users to configure any of its outputs in any combination.
WL will also be displaying the latest products from the
CORE Lighting range; a company for which WL is the
exclusive supplier. This includes the CORE Lighting
StripPoint, which was recently purchased by the Science
Museum to illuminate the building’s exterior. This
lightweight lithium battery-powered 1 metre LED batten
uses W ireless DMX control and has a 4000 lumen output,
weighing only 5.5kgs. WL will also be showcasing the
CORE PinPoint Battery W ireless Pinspot: a tiny lightweight
lithium battery-powered LED pinspot lamp with W ireless
DMX and Bluetooth control, ideal for exhibits, sculptures
and task lighting.
Alongside these will be Look Solutions Unique 2.1, a
haze machine that works almost silently. W ith its variable
output, the machine can be used in many fields, and any
desired effect, from the finest mist to a thick haze, can be
achieved. WL will also be displaying the W ireless Solution
BlackBox G5 Series along with the Micro Series.
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ETC LEDS HELP HIGHLIGHT VAN GOGH MUSEUM’S NEW
ENTRANCE BUILDING, INTEGRATING WITH EXISTING RELAYBASED SETUP

E

TC dealer Ampco Flashlight has
installed
30
custom-painted
Selador Desire D60XTI Studio HD
LED fixtures, alongside seven full
colour D60XTI Vivid and ten D22
Lustr+ fixtures, in the stunning new
entrance building for Amsterdam’s
Van Gogh Museum – controlled by an
ETC Unison Mosaic system.
The museum, which opened in 1973,
houses the world’s largest collection
of the painter’s works. The new 800 sq
m glass building between the original
museum and the temporary exhibition
wing accommodates the cloakroom,
shops and a central atrium.
The 650 sq m of glass with which the
building is constructed means that it
is flooded with light during the day;
so Ampco Flashlight was asked to
design a lighting system which would
not only be easy to operate with
touchscreen panels, but would also
respond to exter nal light levels. The
tender also called for the system to
interface with the museum’s existing
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DALI- and relay-based setup.
“We needed to ensure that existing
control panels within the museum
could operate the new fixtures, via
Mosaic,” explains Flashlight’s lighting
sales manager, Bas van Schelven.
The Desire D22 Lustr+ fixtures are
used alongside hall lights to provide
the main lighting, which run lighting
scenes based on the seasons, with
warm colours for winter, and cooler
for spring. In addition, four preset
scenes were created – for day, night,
cleaning and special events.
“The museum staff were very happy
with the lighting and control system
in the new building,” says Bas. “They
wanted it to be very easy to operate
as part of the overall system for the
museum, so we made sure that the
control panels already in the main
building would be able to control the
entrance, and vice versa.”
The D60XTI Studio HD fixtures mix

warm and cool LEDs along with five
additional colours to create a bright,
full-bodied variable-white light. The
Vivid fixtures, meanwhile, offer a
seven-colour LED-mixing array, which
has been carefully balanced to ensure
best all round use.
“The museum specified XTI fixtures,
normally used for outdoor lighting,
because of their convection cooling–
the brief specified that forced
cooling would not be allowed,” Bas
comments.
I n a d d it io n t o t h e f ix t u re s , the
m u s e u m a ls o s p e c if ie d a n ET C I o n®
c o n t ro l d e s k a n d f a d e r w in g in o rd er
t o b e a b le t o t a k e o v e r t h e a u t o m ated
c o n t ro l p ro v id e d b y t h e M o s aic
c o n t ro lle r. As B a s e x p la in s : “T he
I o n c a n b e u s e d w h e n t h e m us eum
h o s t s s p e c ia l e v e n t s a n d t h e re is a
n e e d t o m a n u a lly c o n t ro l t h e lig hts
a n d c o lo r s . V is it in g t h ird p a r t y DM X
c o n s o le s c a n a ls o t a k e o v e r c o ntro l
v ia DM X I n p u t in t o a N e t 3 DM X / RDM
G a t e w a y. ”

show preview

show preview
Hong Kong International
Lighting Fair
(Autumn Edition) 2016

Organised by the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council (HK TDC ), the 17th Hong Kong International
Lighting Fair (Autumn Edition) was successfully held
from 27 - 30 October 2015 at the Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre. As the world’s largest lighting
fair, the HK TDC Hong Kong International Lighting Fair
2015 (Autumn Edition) grew in capacity, reaching a
new record of gross exhibition space of 70,333 square
metres. The fair offered vast business oppor tunities to
buyers and exhibitors alike and it remained one of the
most impor tant trade events of its k ind in the lighting
industr y.
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27th – 30th October 2016
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
Hong Kong

Surpassing the 2014 record by 2.5%, the fair featured
2,555 exhibitors from 35 countries and regions with first
time par ticipation from Marshall Island, Saudi Arabia
and Seychelles. Hall of Aurora continued to be the
highlight of the fair, gathering over 520 quality brands
from 26 countries and regions. Hall of Aurora exhibitors
included Megaman, LUMILEDS, Seoul Semiconductor,
Matrix and Ford.
“As a subsidiar y of the Panasonic Group, our company
manufactures lighting components and solutions
as well as lighting control systems. We have been
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par ticipating in the Autumn Lighting Fair for
several years. I t is a good place for us to collect
market intelligence and build brand awareness.
The Hong Kong fair always generates a lot of
sales leads for us to follow up. For example, we
made 300 quality contacts at last year ’s fair,
with 60 per cent of them from Asia and the rest
from other regions. At this year ’s fair, we are
using interactive demonstrations to show how
our products work. Our demonstrations have
attracted the attention of many buyers. Our
booth is always crowded and our colleagues
from different overseas offices have been busy
answering a lot of enquiries. The business
atmosphere has been ver y positive.” - K atsuhiro
(Rick) Kurimoto , President (HK office), VosslohSchwabe Deutschland Gmbh, Germany.
In 2015, the total number of trade buyers
reached 38,097 comprising of 138 countries
and regions with 71.8% of buyers coming
from overseas and 28.2% from local. Top ten
visiting countries and regions were the Chinese
Mainland, USA, Taiwan, Germany, Australia,
Korea, India, United Kingdom, Canada and
Russia.
The fair ’s largest product zone, LED & Green
Lighting Zone, presented over 1,055 exhibitors
with highly sought-after products and
technology. Adver tising Lighting presented
display panels, light boxes and neon signs, and
Smar t Lighting & Solutions offered lighting
design ser vice and software, management
systems and control panels.
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“Founded by lighting exper ts t wo years ago, Nek o
specialises in the design and produc tion of architec tural
lighting. Featuring aesthetic designs and top qualit y,
our produc ts are suitable for use in galleries and highend shops. Currently, Nek o produc ts are sold in some
par ts of Asia, Europe and the M iddle East. This is our
second year at the Autumn Lighting Fair to look for
business par tners for the countries and regions that
we have not covered yet. We are showcasing down
lights, ceiling lights, linear lights and track lights
at the fair. The Autumn Lighting Fair attrac ts a lot
of qualit y buyers. We have met with many potential
business par tners from Africa, Europe, Mexico and
the Philippines.” - Sven Speissegger, President, Nek o
Lighting AG, Switzerland.
Other product zones covered Commercial Lighting,
Household Lighting, Lighting Assemblies & Materials,
Business of IP Zone, Testing, Cer tification & Inspection
and Trade Ser vice & Publication.
Apar t from the rich exhibit categories, the fair also
offered a series of industr y related events. My Favourite
Lighting Products 2015 categorized the entries under
3 categories: architectural/ commercial lighting,
decorative household lighting and outdoor lighting.
Buyers were invited to vote for the winning pieces,
which were displayed in a delightful setting along Hall
1A Concourse throughout the fair period.
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M&O Asia 2015 - Courtesy of M&O
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“ We are a long-term suppor ter of the Autumn Lighting
Fair. At this year ’s fair, we are showcasing our latest LED
innovations such as INGENIUM® Smar t Lighting family
– INGENIUM® BLU and INGENIUM®ZB, new LED light
sources for enhanced colour applications such as the
Dim to Warm range and a series of Ra90 products with
higher colour rendering in different real-life settings to
provide an immersive experience for buyers. I t has been
a good show with a heavy traffic of visitors. We have
met with more than 200 buyers from all over the world
on the first day of the fair. Buyers are keen to use our
smar t devices to experience the effects of our Smar t
Lighting family. We have found potential distributors
from Argentina, Mexico, the Middle East and Russia.
We’ll have fur ther negotiations with them in order to
establish long-term business relationships.” - Matthew
Chu, General Manager, Neonlite Electronic & Lighting
(HK ) Limited, Hong Kong
A full slate of timely seminars took place during the
four- day fair, discussing topics like “ The Internet of
Things: Lighting’s Next Revolution”, “ The Global Lighting
Market Forum” and “ Testing and Cer tification Ser vices of
Lighting Products in Hong Kong”. In addition, a Buyer
Forum was organised with buyers by introducing the
oppor tunities in emerging markets.
For more information on Light + Building shows
worldwide, visit www.light-building.com/brand.
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Shanghai International
Lighting Fair 2016

For the second year, the Shanghai International Lighting
Fair closed with visitor figures seeing an increase.
This growth is indicative of the business potential for
players in China’s lighting industr y. The fair, which ran
from 23 – 25 September 2015, focused on project-based
oppor tunities and smar t lighting solutions available
across Central and Eastern China. Over the course of
the show, a comprehensive display of the latest lighting
technologies for industrial, residential and commercial
applications was showcased at the Shanghai New
International Expo Centre.
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31st – 2nd September 2016
Shanghai New International Expo Centre
Shanghai, China

The 298 exhibitors in attendance included notable
brands such as Aishi, EASEIC, FSL, Fulham, Geosheen,
HEM Lighting, HPWINNER, Mean Well, Nationstar, OML
Lighting, Romney, Sozn, Sunpuled and several others.
Mr Peter Li, Sales Manager at Fulham Electronic Co Ltd,
stated: “Due to strengthened visitor flow and exhibitor
quality, I have witnessed an improvement in results from
exhibiting and exchanged contacts with professional
buyers. As a well-established industr y brand, staying
up-to-date on market trends is far more impor tant than
brand building and promotion for us. The fair helps me
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gain a deeper understanding of the lighting industr y,
enabling me to better position my products and brand
in the market.”
Visitors to the show also represented a diverse pool
of 11,676 trade - and project-based exper ts from 50
countries and regions. First-time visitor from I taly, Mr
Raffaele Rea, Manager at Star Deco by Ar Luminarie,
established several business leads. He mentioned: “I am
searching for new wired LEDs and lamps, and quality
and safety are my top concerns. I have exchanged
business cards with many local suppliers and there is
strong potential for future business collaboration.”
Ms Lucia Wong, Deputy General Manager of Messe
Frankfur t (Shanghai) Co Ltd, commented: “ We are
delighted to witness the Shanghai International
Lighting Fair 2015 maintaining momentum from its
inaugural launch last year. We cer tainly plan to continue
growing organically with the industr y. I t was an honour
to welcome lighting manufacturers, trade - and projectbased visitors, leading industr y associations, and the
media in one location to explore the green lighting
sector. Market oppor tunities abound, we continue to
strive to help the industr y capture new business.”
Multifunctional platform continues to ser ve various
business needs
Intelligent and energy-efficient lighting solutions
have become a driving force behind industr y growth.
Recognising this, fair organisers aimed to create a
platform that ser ves the various agendas of lighting
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and LED businesses.
Mr Jin Guochang, a representative of China Energy
Management Contract Net, visited the fair to gain
a better understanding of the lighting market. He
explained: “ With of the amount of attention the
Shanghai Government is placing on energy efficiency,
I came here especially to learn more about the lighting
market, specifically the development regarding street
lights and senor lights. The products on display here are
diverse and the fair is well organised. I plan to attend
again next year ”.
For new exhibitor Mr Long Cheng Li, representative from
Para Light Nanjing Electronics Co Ltd of Taiwan, gaining
market intelligence was key. He said: “Understanding
more about industr y trends through the fair allows us
to re -examine our market positioning in China. This
enables us to launch appropriate products to better
meet customer demand.”
Sharing the same sentiment in regards to using
the fair to gain industr y insight was Mr Qingzhou
Wang, Engineer at Anhui Tuodian Lighting Co Ltd. He
commented: “ The Shanghai International Lighting Fair
caters to our sourcing needs better than others. I have
met several companies here that offer high-quality and
cost-effective products. Many suppliers are now actively
developing intelligent and smar t lighting technologies
of higher quality to cater to the market ’s needs. This is
an eye -opening visit for me. Not only does it help me
reach more LED manufacturers, but it also helps me get
a better understanding of the industr y.”
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Increased seminar offerings and concurrent fairs keep
par ticipants abreast of new market developments
Aside from the exhibition’s ability to provide wide ranging solutions, an event programme consisting
of over 50 sessions of high-level seminars, forums
and product presentations was also on offer. Such a
programme enabled attendees to stay informed about
the latest lighting market developments surrounding
design, technology and market channels.
Sharing his positive experience was attendee Mr Frank
Yan, Sales Manager at By R ydéns (China) Co Ltd of
Sweden. He said: “ The fair ’s seminar programme is ver y
informative and the speakers are ver y professional. All
of the talks, which covered a wide range of topics from
dimming technologies to control systems, helped me
to understand the industr y and available technologies.
I t is also ver y encouraging to see that the fair gives
companies a great oppor tunity to demonstrate the
latest and distinctive products.”
In agreement was seminar speaker and professor at
Tsinghua University ’s School of Architecture, Mr Xin
Zhang, delivered an introduction to photometr y from
a design and research perspective. He stated: “ The
concurrent events gather exper ts to exchange ideas
and effectively promote the development of the
lighting industr y. Ordinar y visitors do not par ticipate in
this trade fair; only those who own original ideas and
understand the industr y attend.”
The show was held concurrently with four other regional
technical events, including ISH Shanghai & CIHE,
Shanghai Intelligent Building Technology, Shanghai
Smar t Home Technology, and Building Solar China.
Collectively k nown as the “Intelligent Green Building –
IGB” exhibition platform, the five events spanned 40,000
sqm and four halls. The holistic platform provides
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solutions for the building efficiency, sustainable
development, and intelligent and green building
industries. This strategic integration of technologies
optimises synergies between industries and a diverse
group of professionals in the lighting solution, HVAC,
smar t home and integrated solar building businesses to
facilitate par tnerships.
Benefiting from the platform was Mr Steven Zhao,
Assistant Business Development Manager of Advanced
Technologies – OLED at Merck Chemicals (Shanghai) Co
Ltd of Germany. He commented: “ With a number of other
fairs tak ing place at the same time, it makes it easier
for me to obser ve the trends and creative applications
of lighting technologies throughout various markets. I
also obser ved a handful of useful demonstrations and
impressive LED panel lights on display here.”
The next edition of the Shanghai International Lighting
Fair will be held from 31 August – 2 September 2016
at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre. The
Shanghai International Lighting Fair and Guangzhou
International Lighting Exhibition are sister events
focusing on comprehensive lighting and LED
technologies in Asia.
Both fairs are headed by the biennial Light + Building
event, which will take place from 13 – 18 March 2016
in Frankfur t, Germany. Messe Frankfur t also offers a
series of other light and building technology events
worldwide, including Guangzhou Electrical Building
Technology in China, BIEL Light + Building in Argentina,
Light Middle East in the United Arab Emirates, Interlight
Moscow powered by Light + Building in Russia, Light
India, the LED Expo New Delhi, and the LED Expo
Mumbai in India.
For more information on Light + Building shows
worldwide, visit www.light-building.com/brand.
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Prolight + Sound
Guangzhou 2016

Kick ing off China’s sourcing season, the countr y ’s
leading pro audio and lighting show Prolight + Sound
Guangzhou was a resounding success, drawing a record
number of 68,441 visitors, up 7 percent compared to
the 2015 edition. Area A of the China Impor t and Expor t
Fair Complex with 130,000sqm was entirely occupied by
1,231 exhibitors (4 percent up) from 25 countries and
regions presenting a wealth of high-quality brands and
products from 29 Februar y to 3 March 2016.
Ms Judy Cheung, Deputy General Manager of Messe
Frankfur t (Shanghai) Co Ltd was pleased when
commenting on the positive result: “ The business
atmosphere on the show floor in the past four days
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29th February – 3rd March 2016
China Import and Export Fair Complex
Guangzhou, China

has been vibrant. The strong turnout of both global
key brands and local visitors have clearly shown the
industr y is optimistic about the Chinese market.
Many of the show par ticipants commented that new
innovative products are in great demand as the Chinese
enter tainment market is growing more mature and
technology-oriented.”
Increasing number of international
visitors elevated business in China

brands

and

The presence of leading brands such as ADJ, Bose,
d&b audiotechnik, GTD, Harman, Laser world, Peavey,
Sennheiser, Shure and Yamaha has lightened up the
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commercial atmosphere of the show. Prolight + Sound
Guangzhou resonated with the majority of exhibitors
as an ideal destination to reach out to the profitable
Chinese market. Mr Rober t Winterhoff, Managing
Director of Beyerdynamic was impressed when
remark ing on the show ’s effectiveness: “ We are here
to reach the Chinese market, as the consumers here
opt for premium and quality brands. The response is
awesome! We met with our distributors and par tners
in China. I am glad to see the show has grown in scale
and become one of the most significant industr y events
in Asia.”
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“ We are thrilled with the Audio Brand Name Halls and
the hall arrangement which provides par ticipants with
a clear product segmentation. The show helps boost
our brand exposure and strengthen our sales and
connection with distributors, system integrators and
end-users. I t is also a great oppor tunity to release our
new products to the market. We are absolutely amazed
by the multiple benefits we have gained from this fair.”

Exhibitors also noticed that the new specific product
zones for conference systems, public address,
headphones, microphones, pro audio and accessories
(Hall 1.2 and 2.1), as well as the signature Audio Brand
Name Halls, Pro Audio Halls, Lighting Halls and Enping
Microphone Halls provided an effective platform for
business.

Representing Harman International’s China Professional
Solution, Mr David Lu, Deputy General Manager of the
company explained their new offerings to the Chinese
enter tainment market. “I think the enter tainment
market is growing. I t has provided many oppor tunities
to us and we need to be more creative. For this show
par ticularly, we have brought our new K T V series
KP6000+ and KI500 which are suitable for the market.
We gained a lot of momentum and attention from the
industr y here. This is a ver y good show and is ver y
helpful to our sales.”

Bose Professional Systems joined the show for the first
time as an exhibitor. Mr Frank Feng, Manager, Greater
China, described the result as beyond his expectation:

Meanwhile, local leading brands such as Nightsun Pro
Lighting Equipment gained tremendous international
business oppor tunities at the show. Mr Wilson Wang,
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General Manager in Sales commented: “Since the
par tnership with Messe Frankfur t, the visitor flow and
number of international visitors at the show have
significantly increased. This is impor tant for us as our
company focuses on expor t business. This show is ver y
useful for exploring new markets.”
Scheduling Prolight + Sound Guangzhou at the
beginning of the year is convenient for companies
to launch new products to the market. K T V company
Fujian Star-net eVideo Information System seized
this occasion to launch their intelligent K T V systems.
Mr Zhang Fan, Senior Sales Manager of the company
said: “ This works as a strategic timing for product
launches. Many visitors are interested in our unique
and revolutionar y products and we are look ing for ward
to opening up more businesses across continents after
the fair. We already have plans to expand our booth at
next year ’s show.”
From the visitors’ point of view, the broad spectrum
of products and the proximity of the show ’s location
to the manufacturing bases are favourable to their
sourcing and network ing.
Mr Chris Scott, Head of Design of Inspired Audio
from the UK commented: “ The show is getting more
impor tant and influential and I see that it is going to
be the biggest show in Asia. I t has become an annual
meeting place for us and I am glad to have a chance to
meet with my business par tners at one spot.”
A buyer from Kenya, Mr Tobias Ismal, Director of The
Beat Factor y said: “I can find a variety of good products
here and after the show I can do factor y visits, so I
must visit this show ever y year. Chinese audio products
are getting better and the quality is ver y close to the
European brands but in a competitive price range,
there’s no reason I am not buying them.”
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Mr Zhi Jun Lo, General Manager of ILO Professional Sound
from China was happy with the range of international
brands at the show. “I am impressed with the show as
it presents some of the best international brands in the
industr y. Apar t from the international sourcing options,
the show also ser ves as the benchmark for the latest
industr y trends. The market trends we picked up from
the fair can help us customise our business strategies
for the coming year.”
Chinese online trade por tal HC360 has been organising
buyer delegations for Prolight + Sound Guangzhou
for years and this time it has attracted a recordbreak ing number of 1,600+ delegates. Ms Yan Fei Ge,
Deputy General Manager of HC360 was upbeat when
commenting on the over whelming par ticipation: “ The
high turnout rate indicated that the show is truly
influential in the industr y. I t offers a variety of products
for sourcing and a business-friendly atmosphere for
sharing market intelligence with industr y peers.”
Fringe programme offered deep insights into China’s
pro audio, lighting and stage development
The show also delivered a four- day fringe programme
covering topics that are essential to the technological
advancement in the Chinese pro audio and lighting
industr y. Over 30 industr y forums, including the debut
PLSG Annual Training Session and Vision x Network
Product Presentations, were held with positive
outcomes.
One of the show ’s suppor ters, The German
Enter tainment Technology Association ( VPLT ), invited
industr y exper ts to share exper tise with industr y peers
at the fringe programme. Mr Randell Greenlee, the
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association’s Director remarked: “I think the show has
gotten better. I t provides a ver y good over view of the
Chinese market and manufacturers.” One of their invited
speakers Mr Andreas Gause, Director Marketing and Key
Account Management of Gerriets gave a lecture in the
Lighting Technology for Television Broadcasting Studio
Forum 2016 about transmission screens for use with
LED-back lighting and commented: “ The conference
can get the industr y people more informed about
new technologies and trends. I t ’s a good oppor tunity
for a company like us to show what we are doing. The
audience are highly-educated and they get the right
information they need for their business.”
The China Institute of Stage Design and Guangdong
Association of Stage Art hosted the presentation
ceremony for ‘People of the Year 2015 – China’s Stage Art
Award’ and Guangdong Association of Stage Art Seminar
2016 during the show, both with great response. Dr
Lin Cao, Chairman of the association, pointed out the
importance of holding the events during the show :
“ The forums open up constructive dialogues between
international and local professionals to exchange their
perspectives in uplifting the industr y ’s technology level.”
Attendees at the PLSG Annual Training Session found
the information provided at the training highly related
to their business. “I am ver y happy as I can interact
with each speaker directly after the presentation. The
k nowledge I gained from this event helps navigate
my business in this ever-changing market,” said Mr
Yu Lo from Shenyang Sheng Yue Brother Culture
Communication.
For more information on Light + Building shows
worldwide, visit www.light-building.com/brand.
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MAISON & OBJET 2016

Maison & Objets 2016 Successfully Repositions Itself
As A Platform For The Interior Design Community In
Asia-Pacific
Maison & Objet Asia closes its third edition this
tear with a visitor profile that reflec ts its successful
repositioning as a unique net work ing platform, which
comprised of a curated exhibition, an interior design
and lifest yle summit and an award showcase. 7200
unique visitors passed through its doors over four
days from 8 March to 11 March 2016. O f these visitors,
62% were k ey industr y specifiers such as proper t y
developers, hoteliers, restaurateurs, interior designers,
and architec ts.

8th – 11th March 2016
Sands Expo and Convention Center
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

The percentage of interior designers visiting the show
this year is a marked increase of 11% comparing to the
2015 edition. This demonstrates the success that M&O
Asia has had in establishing its new position and in
appealing to specifiers by providing them with a more
curated and focused experience.
M&O ASIA’s Designer of the Year André Fu was pleased
with the targeted focus of this year ’s salon: “M&O ASIA
is a highly curated show that allows people from the
design industr y to explore all disciplines of designs
under one roof. I ts focus on the world of hospitality also
embraces the new generation of design community
from this par t of the world.”
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The M&O team takes selected
guests on a tour in the fairground
Hotelier Andreas Stalder, senior
vice -president food & beverage
operations/ product development,
Hyatt International Asia Pacific,
described the curated exhibition
of M&O ASIA as “niche, unique and
inspiring” while Maria Warner Wong,
Design Director of WOW Architects/
Warner Wong Design, commented
that “M&O ASIA brings the design
world together with exquisite
products,
talented
designers,
industr y leaders and innovative
ideas from Asia and the West, in an
inspiring and intimate environment.”
Paul Hecker and Hamish Guthrie of
Hecker&Guthrie from Melbourne
were impressed by the scale of
M&O ASIA and described it as
“small enough to be intimate but
large enough to showcase a lot of
really interesting products”. “Both
Hamish and I have returned home
after M&O ASIA with a renewed
enthusiasm and the gratitude that
we did not have to sit on a plane for
24 hours to have the experience of
a truly international fair,” added Paul
Hecker.
For the exhibitors, both new and
returning ones were especially
delighted that the visitor profile was
largely made up of specifiers who
were keen on leveraging M&O ASIA’s
status as a network ing platform for
business.
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M&O Asia was never just a experience for visitors, but for a connecting
platform for exhibitors as well
“M&O ASIA has been four days of excitement and commitment! The
oppor tunity to be in touch with a wide and various crowd, between
interior designers, developers and hotel operators coming from many
different countries such as Korea, Indonesia, Sri Lank a, Dubai, Thailand,
and the Philippines was fulfilled by good traffic at our booth. People are
getting more and more attracted to new bespoke design concepts and
we have been extremely gratified to showcase Lissé, our new design
collection, which was well- received by the local and international
visitors,” said Ricky Schulze, Executive Director, Dornbracht South East
Asia who exhibited for the first time at the show.
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Luzerne, one of Singapore’s top creators of bespoke
fine china, has been exhibiting at M&O ASIA since 2014.
This year ’s edition was especially beneficial for them: “It
is without a doubt we saw a more premium crowd this
year - quality versus quantity and the response towards
our Luzerne Topsy Tur vy World was definitely a show
stopper which attracted many designers, buyers and
specifiers to come into our stand to experience our Laz y
Susan - a playground for their imagination. This is exactly
what we wanted to achieve when we conceptualised the
showcase 6 months ago,” explained Elaine Lek, Head of
Luzerne’s Global Brand Team.
The popular Interior Design and Lifestyle Summit offered
20 conferences focusing on regional design projects
and market trends. The closing remark by renowned
interior designer Tony Chi attracted an enthusiastic
professional crowd of around 350 people. “I feel this
is a significant gathering for all of us involved in our
beloved industr y,” said Chi about M&O ASIA.
The number of media and business contacts they
had made during the show amazed winners of Rising
Talents Awards from Australia, Japan, the Philippines,
Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand.
“M&O ASIA 2016 was really an ex traordinar y
experience, and, I expec t, a milestone for our office. I t
was a pleasure to meet the other R ising Asian Talents,
as well as many producers, designers, suppliers,
potential clients, academics and journalists. We began
conversations on a number of collaborative projec ts
which are ver y exciting. For us, M&O ’s mission of
fostering a design communit y is something that really
comes to life during the show - and we expec t, long
after,” said Josh Comaroff and K er-Shing Ong of Lek k er
Architec ts, the Singapore winners of the R ising Asian
Talents Awards.
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M&O Asia’s unique position within the Singapore
Design Week
With its targeted approach to interior design, M&O ASIA
has become a flagship event, which draws significant
regional visitors to the Singapore Design Week (SDW ).
“M&O ASIA’s position as a platform for interior designers
has meant that the SDW has something to offer for
ever yone who is a par t of the design community in
the region. The events that have run throughout the
whole of the SDW have made Singapore the reference
platform for high- end interior decoration,” explained
Philippe Brocar t, Managing Director of M&O.
With the conclusion of its third edition, M&O ASIA has
shown its innovation and its commitment to ser ve the
needs of the region. “Against the backdrop of this year ’s
uncer tain economic forecast, M&O ASIA 2016 has been
a great success in achieving what we had set out to
do - to connect and to facilitate collaboration among
top designers, makers and investors in Asia Pacific.
Together with our shows in Paris and Miami Beach, M&O
has created a global network which enables brands and
designers to grow with us in a sustainable manner,”
concluded Brocar t.
The four th edition of M&O ASIA will return to Singapore
in March 2017, dates and details to be announced.
For more information on Light + Building shows
worldwide, visit www.light-building.com/brand.
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Light+Building 2016

LIGHT + BUILDING 2016 SETS NEW RECORDS: MORE
VISTORS, MORE EXHIBITORS AND MORE EXHIBITION
SPACE
More international than ever before – ever y second
visitor from outside Germany
Light + Building once again confirmed its position as
the world’s leading trade fair for lighting and buildingser vices technology. The world’s biggest event for
lighting, electrical technology and home and building
automation closed its doors on 18 March 2016 after
setting new records. Growth was recorded in all the
impor tant indices – the number of visitors, the number
of exhibitors and the area occupied.
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13th – 18th March 2016
Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition Centre
Frankfurt, Germany

2,589 exhibitors (2014: 2,495*) from 55 countries
launched their new products onto the world market
on around 248,500 square metres of exhibition space
(2014: 245,000 square metres*). A total of 216,000 trade
visitors (2014: 211,232[1]) from 160 countries made
their way to the Exhibition Centre in Frankfur t am Main
from 13 to 18 March 2016, to discover innovations,
solutions and new products. This represents growth
of 2.3 percentage points. “ We are extremely pleased
with this year ’s Light + Building and delighted with the
fur ther increase in the indices. This underscores the
significance of Light + Building as the world’s leading
trade fair for lighting and building ser vices technology,
as well as the positive mood in the sector and the ongoing high level of exhibitor satisfaction”, said Wolfgang
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Marzin, President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
Messe Frankfur t.
The level of internationality also rose in comparison
with the previous event: 67 percent of exhibitors
(2014: 63 percent) and 49 percent of visitors (2014:
47 percent) came from outside Germany. The bestrepresented visitor nations after Germany were I taly,
The Netherlands, France, United Kingdom and China.
Considerable growth was also noted in the number of
visitors from Spain and East European countries, such as
Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungar y and Romania, as
well as from Turkey, India, Morocco and Iran.
For the industr y, a large propor tion of visitors from
outside Germany is impor tant for giving the fair a
positive rating. Thus, Dr Klaus Mittelbach, Chairman
of the German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’
Association
(Zentralverband
Elektrotechnikund
Elektronikindustrie e.V. – Z VEI), said, “Light + Building
2016 came up to the high expectations of the ZVEI
exhibitors: digitalisation, network ing and energy
efficiency were the key issues in all halls of both the
lighting and the building-ser vices sectors.
As in the past, German ar tisans made up one of the
largest groups of visitors. Ingolf Jakobi, General Manager
of the Central Association of the German Electrical
and Information Technology Trades (Zentralverband
der Deutschen Elektro- und Informationstechnischen
Handwerke – Z VEH) underscored the impor tance of
Light + Building as an extremely valuable platform
for the electrical trade: “Intelligent building networks
and energy efficiency are inextricably linked in this
age of digitalisation. Both themes – and, therefore, the
exper tise of the electrical trade in these fields – were
more in focus than ever before at Light + Building.”

Key issue digitalisation: exhibitors and complementar y
programme of events present the latest technology
and design trends
The spotlight of this year ’s Light + Building was on
digitalisation. Accordingly, the motto of the fair was,
‘ Where modern spaces come to life: digital – individual
– networked’. The industr y showed intelligent solutions
and future -oriented technologies revolving around
digitalisation and network ing, as well as the latest design
trends. In this connection, the focus was not only on
trends in the lighting market and the influence of light
on people but also on networked safety and security,
intelligent home and building automation and efficient
energy management. These key issues were also taken
up in the multi-faceted complementar y programme of
events and enlarged on in exper t lectures.
A par ticular highlight on the complementar y
programme of events was the ‘Digital Building’ special
show. Realised with the cooperation of 16 exhibitors,
it illustrates digitalisation in buildings using future oriented technologies. The focus was on network ing
individual components and their systematic interaction
in live operation.
“For the first time in Europe, the special show presented
a realistic, fully automated smar t building. The Digital
Building was created using application scenarios.
Subsequently, the components and technologies were
selected through systems integration. Light + Building
is the ideal platform for a presentation of this k ind
because it is the world’s leading trade fair for electrical
building infrastructure and information-technology
infrastructure. Light and building-ser vices technology
are growing together systematically via the subjects of
digitalisation and lighting control, and this year ’s Light
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+ Building offered an impressive demonstration of this”,
said ZVEI Director Klaus Jung.
Ways in which digitalisation and network ing can
be implemented in the smar t home and the latest
developments for private households were to be seen
at the ‘E-House’ of the ZVEH and its regional associations
for the States of Hesse / Rhineland-Palatinate and
Saarland. “ The E-House shows how a building should
be equipped to make it suitable for use with green
power. With the E-House, users can become par t of
the transformation to ecological energy by generating,
using, storing and feeding electricity from regenerative
sources into the grid. The E-House is an intelligent
house because it makes users’ life easy. I t offers greater
comfor t and safety at the same time as reducing energy
consumption. In line with the motto, ‘digital – individual
– networked’, the smar t home shows how these three
components can be combined per fectly with the aid
of the planning and installation exper tise offered by
the electrical-installation trade”, says ZVEH General
Manager Ingolf Jakobi.
Visitors could also see a demonstration of human
centric lighting at the ‘ Through the day with smar t
lighting’ special show, which offered an over view
of the possibilities in the world of smar t lighting.
“New research results have shown that light also has
a biological impact and that people’s daily rhythm is
determined by light. The lighting industr y has taken
account of this in its products and solutions with the
aim of providing optimum suppor t for people. Light +
Building is the highlight where the sector presents all
facets of the future - oriented subject of human centric
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lighting.
In 2016, the lighting solutions for the various aspects
of daily life focused on network ing, which permits
additional energy-efficiency potential to be exploited
and, in par ticular, greater convenience and benefits
for users. In the future, I believe we will see even more
lighting solutions characterised by supplementar y
advantages and, therefore, new business models that
will enrich the sector ”, says Dr Jürgen Waldor f, Director
of the ZVEI Lighting Association.
Exhibitors ver y pleased with business at the fair
The German exhibitors tak ing par t in the Messe
Frankfur t sur vey on the current economic situation
were ver y pleased with business at the fair – 85 percent
of respondents rated the current economic situation as
being satisfactor y to good. Asked about their overall
opinion of the fair, around 90 percent of exhibitors gave
the top marks. On the visitor side, the rating remained
stable at the extraordinarily high level of 98 percent.
Daniel Hager, Chairman of the Hager Group Board said,
“Light + Building 2016 was electrifying in all respects.
Thousands of visitors from different countries came to
our exhibition stand to find out more about subjects
such as energy storage, manufacturing solutions and
the smar t home. If proof was ever necessar y that our
sector is both future -oriented and dynamic, Light +
Building provided impressive evidence of it.”
Christopher
Mennekes,
Managing
Director
of
Elektrotechnik GmbH & Co. KG, said, “ This year ’s Light
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+ Building was a great success for
us. Our new products were ver y
well received by trade visitors and,
thanks to the buoyant economic
climate in the first months, all
discussions were held in a great
atmosphere. In line with the record
number of visitors to the fair, our
exhibition stand was also ver y well
attended. All in all, it was a great fair
that gives good reason to expect
more business impulses in 2016.”
Andreas
Bettermann,
CEO
of
OBO Bettermann GmbH & Co. KG,
said, “More visitors and a higher
discussion level at the exhibition
stands shows that a ver y good fair
can become even better. Light +
Building has developed from the
leading fair for the sector to an
innovation show. This year ’s edition
was characterised by three main
trends: buildings are becoming
digital – network ing and system
convergence are gathering pace
– new digital business models are
emerging. Light + Building 2016
was the best Light + Building ever.”
Manfred Diez, CEO of RIDI Leuchten
GmbH, said, “Light + Building 2016
gave an impressive demonstration
of its position as the world’s most
impor tant trade fair for the lighting
and installation technology sectors.
Although already high, the level of
visitor internationality and visitor
standard increased significantly.
We welcomed a considerably larger
number of trade visitors to our
exhibition stand on all six days of
the fair. Par ticularly strik ing was the
investment propensity of customers.
Never before have we spoken about
so many specific projects at a fair.
We are already look ing for ward to
the next Light + Building in 2018.”
Adalber t M. Neumann, Chairman of
the Board of Management of BuschJaeger Elektro GmbH, said, “ This
fair was a huge success for ABB and
Busch-Jaeger! Our exhibition stand
was an absolute magnet for visitors
from the first day and we succeeded
in inspiring our customers from
Germany and abroad with our
innovative solutions for the smar t
home and smar t building. The
subject of the networked house and
building-ser vices technology is here
to stay and there is an enormous
demand for intelligent products for
this expanding segment. I t was an
outstanding fair!”
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Spotlighting safety and security technology : successful première of the concurrent Intersec
Forum
One of the main themes at this year ’s Light + Building was safety and security technology
with around 140 companies presenting their innovations in this segment. And it was also the
subject of the first Intersec Forum held concurrently with the fair. This two-day conference
for networked safety and security technology in the context of intelligent buildings offered
an extensive programme of lectures, discussion forums and guided tours to suppliers of
innovative safety and security technology at Light + Building.
Altogether, around 150 par ticipants from the fields of planning, installation and operation
of buildings and safety and security equipment, as well as from the electrical industr y, took
par t in the specialist conference parallel to Light + Building and applauded the topicality and
quality of the programme. The future -oriented and impor tant subject of safety and security
technology will be fur ther expanded at Frankfur t Fair and Exhibition Centre in the future.
The Intersec Forum is par t of the Safety + Security por tfolio of events and is held under the
auspices and in close cooperation with the German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’
Association (ZVEI).
Building Future Award presented to Stefan Schulze -Hausmann
Stefan Schulze -Hausmann was presented with the Building Future Award during the Light +
Building press conference in Frankfur t am Main. With the biennial Building Future Award, Messe
Frankfur t honours a personality for pioneering research or development work or outstanding
achievements in relation to the sustainable development of society. Messe Frankfur t gives
the award in cooperation with the ZVEI and the ZVEH under the patronage of the Germany ’s
Federal Ministr y of Economics and Energy (Bundesministerium für Wir tschaft und Energie –
BMWi).
Luminale attracts almost 200,000 visitors to the Rhine -Main region
Light + Building goes City : during the evenings, Luminale created a link between the fair
and the city. Concurrently with the world’s leading trade fair for the sector, the Biennale of
Lighting Culture presented over 200 lighting installations in the Rhine -Main region. This year,
the ‘urban lighting laborator y ’ attracted almost 200,000 people. The combination of trade
fair and metropolitan experience transformed the Rhine -Main region into a unique meeting
place for ever yone interested in lighting and, for the eighth time, presented an unrivalled
oppor tunity to see architecture ‘in a completely new light ’ and fascinating lighting concepts
in the urban landscape.
For more information on Light + Building shows worldwide, visit
www.light-building.com/brand.
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OEM-Line LED Downlights and
Spots
By BJB
www.bjb.com

LED modules: A well-thought-out solution for all
requirements
LED downlights and spots are the all-rounders in the shop,
office, corridor and hospitality fields and have become massmarket products as a result. Their production is simplified
by the use of pre-assembled LED modules, as presented
by BJB at Light+Building 2016 in Frankfurt. The modules of
the BJB///OEM-Line are perfectly tailored to the needs of
producers and their vertical range of manufacture. These
developments are based on BJB’s many years of experience
with automated production processes and their expertise in
the field of intelligent connection technology.
The greatest degree of simplification, i.e. reduction in
process stages, is provided by the complete, ready-to-use
“ALLin1” units, which only have to be installed in the spot
or downlight and then wired up. The COB component is
not only equipped with a BJB connector, however, but also
has an interface for reflectors. Optionally, it can also be
provided complete with thermal interface material (TIM) and
innovative P2F fixing elements for blind holes.
The ALLin1 versions, which can be fitted with COB elements
from almost all well-known manufacturers, come in various
sizes to cater for all relevant lighting applications.
The ALLin1-compact version, a logical further development,
is even flatter, with its size reduced to only between 2.6 mm
and 2.8 mm. Equipped with connection cables and with
the option of thermal interface material, the LED module is
designed for direct use in luminaires. Lextar COBs provide
colour temperatures of 3,000 K and 4,000 K with a colour
rendering index of CRI > 80. The light-emitting surfaces
“LES” are 11 mm, 16 mm or 23 mm in diameter and emit
luminous fluxes of up to 1,100 lm, up to 3,500 lm and 5,500
lm respectively with a high light quality. When using COB
components from other manufacturers, the lighting values
may vary.
A new addition with “a certain something” is the recently
developed fixing element P2F for blind holes, which can
be used to replace conventional M3 screws. This innovative
solution eliminates the need for thread-cutting and enables
the heat sink to be mounted quickly, easily and securely on
the connector.
Exchangeable for convenience
The exchangeable Twist’n’spot LED modules from the
BJB///OEM-Line are also aimed at simplifying processes
for the luminaire manufacturer, as well as providing
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flexibility and sustainability. This well-though-out solution,
consisting of a socketed and fully enclosed LED lamp with
matching Twist&Lock lampholder, is compact and ready to
use. Fixed with two standard screws, the pre-stressed leaf
springs provide a defined contact pressure between the
light source and the heat sink, thus ensuring efficient heat
dissipation. With luminous flux of 1,100 lm to 3,200 lm, colour
temperatures of 2,700 K, 3,000 K and 4,000 K and colour
rendering options of CRI > 80 or CRI > 90, the Twist’n’spot
LED modules are ideal for use in spots or downlights in the
shop, office and hospitality fields.
In addition, the “division” of the Twist’n’spot LED modules
into two sections offers the possibility of pre-assembly
without the light source. This provides the basis for
production on the principle of “late-stage finishing”, which
means that a light source of the latest LED generation is only
fitted shortly before the luminaire is put into operation.

The various versions of LED modules from the BJB///OEMLine each have integrated interfaces for standard reflectors
as well as reflectors with individual designs, thereby offering
luminaire manufacturers ample scope when organising
their production processes. Well-thought-out solutions with
considerable added value – that is the watchword of lighting
component specialist BJB.
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OEM-Line Optics and Reflectors
By BJB
www.bjb.com

Optics and reflectors: Perfected for light control
BJB demonstrates its expertise in the design of the
various optics and reflectors presented at Light+Building
2016. Light control plays a decisive role in achieving the
desired lighting result. General lighting, accent lighting,
wallwashing or shelf lighting each require their own specific
light distribution. Homogeneity, absence of glare and
brilliant light quality are the important attributes and those
which have been perfected in the high-quality optical
systems of the BJB///OEM-Line. These are provided by
the plastic injection moulding tools developed by BJB,
which are used to produce the consistent high quality of
the optics for the Spot-Downlight systems as well as linear
luminaires and striplights. This applies to both indoor and
outdoor applications, for example street lighting.
Creative solutions have always been one of BJB’s strengths.
This is also reflected in the concepts being presented at
Light+Building, for example the Zoom-Focus TIR Optic,
in which the distance between the lens and the optically
effective cover can be altered, so that light distribution
can be adjusted to achieve the desired lighting effect. An
absolutely unprecedented phenomenon is the Tunable
White Spotlight Module. In a tiny space it is possible to
change the colour temperature within a range of 2,700 K
and 5,000 K –something previously only achieved by panel
luminaires.
The existing product range also boasts well-thoughtout solutions. These include the adapter for BJB///
OEM-Line spot-downlight systems developed by BJB for
easy attachment of the connector to the silicone lenses
from Gaggione. This results in a simple design, with all
components fitting together perfectly. No screw-fixing or
soldering is necessary and the number of components
required is also reduced. With the addition of these
lenses, the spot-downlight systems can demonstrate their
potential, even in accent lighting applications in up-market
shops or museums.
For BJB, its own expertise in the development and
production of optical systems is not exclusively an end in
itself, but also part of its comprehensive range of services.
The creation of tailor-made components and other
sophisticated solutions has always been an integral part of
BJB’s philosophy – this specialist field is characterized by
extensive know-how.
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Vossloh Schwabe Takes A Focus On Their System Solutions, With A
Bright Highlight On Their Optics Skyline
By Vossloh-Schwabe
www.vossloh-schwabe.com

As the leading fair for light and building technology, the
2016 Light+Building was held in Frankfurt from 13 to
18 March. No less than 2,589 exhibitors presented their
products and services on an exhibition area covering a total
of 248,500 square metres.
Apart from a bright and friendly new stand design, visitors
naturally also had a chance to discover the latest LED
developments at the Vossloh-Schwabe stand in Hall 4.0. The
focus was on system solutions consisting of LED modules
combined with efficient control gear and matching optics
attachments to ensure optimum light distribution.
Frankfurt is not alone in boasting an appealing skyline,
since Vossloh-Schwabe also presented a lovely skyscraper
silhouette consisting of a broad array of different linear
optics. VS develops and produces numerous LED optics for
use in shops, offices, industrial facilities and street lighting.
These poly(methyl) methacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate
(PC) and silicone optics are available in round, square and
linear designs with any number of radiation angles (narrow/
broad beam, asymmetrical or combined). And thanks to a
brand new injection moulding process, VS can now even
manufacture three-dimensional optics in lengths of up to 2
metres.
In line with the respective application, various product
islands served to present 1- and 3-row linear COB and SMD
modules as well as modular LED modules with matching
optics for industrial and street lighting. These systems were
rounded off by a selection of LED drivers, available in plastic
or metal casings and with numerous functions: DALI-, 1-10
V- or PWM-based dimming, adjustable or programmable
output current, power reduction and many more. The
islands themselves were conveniently controlled with the
help of a tablet and wireless push buttons of the VS LiCS
system. In addition, easy-to-use software made it possible to
reconfigure pre-programmed light scenes on site.
A “Room for New Ideas” served to present VosslohSchwabe’s lighting solutions in the fields of Tuneable White,
human-centric lighting and greenhouse lighting. Light has a
major effect on the circadian rhythm, which in turn not only
greatly affects personal well-being, but also health. With
the development of multichannel COB modules along with
a matching driver, VS presented a highly effective solution
that permits spectral adjustment of lighting parameters to
suit requirements (e.g. light temperature, intensity, activation
level). This both applies to lighting for human needs (at
home, the office or in production facilities) as well for
greenhouses and livestock rearing, for which VS provides
specific modules with individually adjustable channels.

Tuneable White is a further development of standard
LED modules and makes it possible to change the light
temperature within the white spectrum from warm (approx.
2,700 K) to cool (approx. 6,000 K). The beauty of the system
lies in the fact that the LED modules are identical in design
and size to standard modules and thus can be used with the
same optics and covers.
A further innovation was the presentation of laser light. This
kind of monochromatic, bundled light with high light density
opens up completely new opportunities – and with very
small dimensions and a narrow angle of radiation. Laser light
is extremely heat-resistant and can be quickly modulated
during operation. The list of possible applications is endless.
An electrically powered car and bike served to demonstrate
how easy it is to be kind to the environment at the VS stand.
Vossloh- Schwabe’s intelligent iPC light controller can be
used not only to ensure energy-saving and convenient
control of street lighting, but also – in conjunction with
a system made by the company ubitricity – to enable
electrically powered vehicles to be easily recharged at a
lamppost, for which the existing infrastructure can be used.
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Hella’s Showcase Includes The Optimized Eco Modle, Boasting 5000
Lumens, A Development Allowing Illumination Requirements To Be
Met Efficiently
By HELLA Industries
www.hella.com

At the 2016 light + building, the world’s largest trade fair
for lighting and building technology running from March
13-18 in Frankfurt am Main, the lighting expert HELLA is
all set to showcase intelligent LED lighting solutions for
the street and industry sectors (Hall 5.0/Stand A70). The
innovations going on display include the optimized Eco
module boasting 5,000 lumens, the newly developed Eco
StateLine side-mounted and top-mounted luminaires,
the Highbay IL Up bay lights for especially high and very
large halls and also the new, intelligent lighting control for
streets and industry, a development which allows individual
illumination requirements to be met even more efficiently.
The newest generation of the Eco module concept will be
premiered at the light + building: the 5,000-lumen module.
As the updated successor to the 2,500-lumen module, it
encompasses all the advantages of the module concept
and, thus, enables its users to move simply and swiftly to
the newest generation. Replacements are made using the
plug and play system on the basis of the interface already
available. The result is that the light output and lifecycles
of the Eco StreetLine and IndustryLine series have been
once again improved. This new version, too, just like its
predecessor, boasts a very long service life and has low
maintenance and repair costs thanks to its innovative LED
technology.
In addition to displaying the new arrivals in the Eco
CityLine, the family of decorative street lighting based
on the Eco Circle module, the trade fair stand will also be
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exhibiting, for the first time, the new Eco StateLine sidemounted luminaire and top-mounted luminaire, lighting
which is able to offer countless new options with the result
that individual customer needs can be covered even more
fully. The variable character of this lighting is mirrored in its
luminous flux, which ranges from 2,000 to 20,000 lumens,
in its light distribution and as regards its electrical control,
to name a few examples. It also offers a variety of dimming
options leading to yet again more improvements in energysaving.
Motion sensor lighting, the option of centrally controlled
lighting, energy consumption measurement and traffic
counting are all additional functions, which, thanks to
open interfaces, can be brought about irrespective of the
system used and also in line with customer specifications
As is the case with all lamps to come out of the ateliers of
the lighting expert HELLA, the new Eco StateLine series
also remains true to the fundamental concept advocating
“simplicity.innovation.sustainability” and therefore sports
a modular design. Thanks to the plug and play connection
system, the LED unit and smartbox, housing all the
electrical components, can be replaced without the need
for any tools and within a matter of seconds.
No technically skilled staff members are required for the
maintenance of the lamps. Furthermore, the innovative
side-mounted and top-mounted luminaires have a new
optical concept whereby the LED and the optics are no
longer treated as separate systems but have been designed
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to form one unit. As part of the complete overmolding of
the LED circuit board, the lens optics have been connected
positively to the LEDs and thus directly generate, i.e.
without any other optical elements, the desired light
distribution.
Such a development has the key advantage that any
illumination loss is kept to a minimum. As a result of the
complete overmolding with optical silicone, the LED
circuit board is also perfectly mechanical and electrically
insulated, which means that any other housing components
are no longer needed, thus leading to yet more savings.
The thin silicone layer on the back of the LED module
allows the heat generated by the LEDs to be conducted
away optimally to the heat sink (the lamp housing), thus
guaranteeing the long service life of the LEDs.
The newly developed LED bay light, the Highbay IL Up,
designed for efficient illumination of industry sites, factory
floors, production halls and warehouses, will also be
presented at the light + building trade fair. Embellished
with an attractive industrial-style design, this flat-shaped
light, with its housing of light aluminum and the absence
of any cooling fins, achieves, thanks to an intelligent
driver system, optimal illumination of large areas with high
headroom. The new bay light is available in a choice of
three models, either with 14,000, 20,000 or 30,000 lumens
of luminous flux. The power consumption of each model is
correspondingly 100 watts, 160 watts or 230 watts.
Factoring into the equation that every customer places
different demands on lighting concepts, HELLA is therefore
now presenting the new, intelligent lighting control of the
Eco module concept. The system, which is structured at 4
different levels, enables the Eco module to be used with
the standard facility, BASIC, (on/off function and night-

time dimming), with the extended configuration known as
BASIC+ (memory-programmable module, self-sufficient
control at any level (Astrodimm) or with the intelligent
version called SMART (open interface for lighting control
(1-10 V/DALI), plus integration of client-specific control
possible).
The advantages are obvious: every situation is illuminated
exactly as the customer wishes and, if his requirements
change, a new suitable solution is always waiting in the
wings thanks to the modularity character of the system.
The fourth level comes in the form of SMART+: By means
of integrating control components on the basis of radio,
UMTS and Powerline, it is possible to achieve the highest
degree of flexibility and, consequently, the greatest
possible scope when integrating lamps into client-specific
control systems. And an added bonus is that lamps can also
be programmed to suit client-specific requirements.
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Zumtobel Unveils Project ‘Your Light For Life’, Light As A Conductor
For The Circadian Rhythm
By Zumtobel
www.zumtobel.com

Under the motto “Zumtobel. Your light for life”, the
Austrian lighting supplier presented new product highlights
and trend-setting lighting concepts at the Light + Building
2016 trade fair. It aims to provide the right lighting solution
for every individual throughout the day and at night: in the
morning, the right light helps you get awake and not just
up, it increases your sense of well-being at the workplace,
turns shopping into an event, sets artworks centre stage,
provides orientation and safety when it is dark, and offers
peace and rest in the evening. This flexible lighting
becomes possible only thanks to the connection of lighting
and intelligent control, as well as a corresponding service
package. In addition to the new Living application area
added to the company’s portfolio, innovative Zumtobel
products for architectural and urban outdoor lighting set a
new milestone as well.
“Zumtobel puts the focus on people’s individual
requirements, 24 hours a day. We create measurable and
observable added value only by consistently focusing on
the user and knowing all about the effects of light on the
human body. This is the only way for us to develop lighting
solutions that meet the demanding requirements of our
customers, both in terms of technology and aesthetics.
It allows us to do justice to the importance of light for
individuals, the economy and culture.” Christoph Mathis,
Executive Vice President Zumtobel

Christoph Mathis
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•

Living: Thanks to Zumtobel, light acts as a conductor for
the circadian rhythm. Due to the addition of the Living
area to the company’s portfolio, people are accompanied
by Zumtobel lighting solutions over the entire course of
a day. Zumtobel’s advanced product portfolio allows the
lighting system to blend in perfectly into architectural
structures and so that unique lighting scenes and
scenarios can be created in residential areas, too.
Office: In the area of office lighting, the focus is on
people’s individual needs while at the same time
operating costs need to be reduced. Innovative sensorcontrolled luminaires ensure that, depending on the
daylight available, the correct amount of artificial lighting
is added for specific tasks, thus enhancing the staff’s
sense of well-being. Thanks to tunableWhite technology,
the colour temperature can be adjusted so that the light
will stimulate people in the morning and calm them
down in the evening. Additional efficiency is ensured by
presence detectors dimming down the lighting if nobody
is present.
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Industry: In industrial applications, light used in a
purposeful manner can reduce operating costs and
help people perform complex work tasks. Zumtopel has
developed the ATIVO sensor to tackle the challenge of
combining efficiency and optimum light levels. Whether
storage facilities, production areas or open spaces:
ATIVO is able to recognise how areas are utilised and
thus provide perfect illumination levels for every area in
combination with a lighting management system.
Shop & Retail: The use of a target group-specific lighting
concept is able to increase sales at the PoS by up to 10%.
This was shown in a practical test in the context of the
Limbic® Lighting laboratory study. The latest findings
and background information will be presented by
Zumtobel comprehensively.
Art & Culture: Using daylight efficiently, creating
an atmosphere or accents – light for Art & Culture
illuminates artworks in a multifaceted manner and at
the same time gently and efficiently. Here, the right
combination of general lighting, accent lighting and
additional wallwashers is decisive. Based on selected
lighting tools such as SUPERSYSTEM, Zumtobel
will illustrate the aspects that are important for
conservational lighting and the presentation of artworks.

•

•

Outdoor: This new segment of the Zumtobel portfolio
provides new opportunities for task-specific illumination
of paths, squares, roads and façades. The portfolio allows
lighting designers and architects to develop a consistent
lighting solution. Thus, SUPERSYSTEM outdoor allows
targeted illumination and presentation of outdoor
spaces. The innovative NIGHTSIGHT lighting tool also
allows for the first time to implement lighting solutions in
a consistent design and with sophisticated technology.
Services: Zumtobel’s portfolio also comprises
corresponding services offered by the Zumtobel Group.
At Light + Building, the Group will give an overview of
the services offered, such as the NOW! service package
which provides customers with a turnkey lighting solution
including an all-round carefree package. In addition,
the possibilities of connected lighting in the age of the
“Internet of Things” will be displayed.

At Zumtobel’s 340 sq metres trade fair stand, visitors
experienced the entire range of intelligent lighting
solutions. Following the natural course of daylight, the
Living, Office, Industry, Shop & Retail, Art & Culture and
Outdoor application areas are arranged clockwise.
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On origin™, the XYLUX LS range, ELEDD MIDI and N-light EC
By Mackwell
www.mackwell.com

Emergency lighting experts, Mackwell Electronics exhibited
a variety of new and exciting innovations at Light + Building
2016, clearly demonstrating that the company is leading the
way in this very specialised market.
New products displayed included a preview of origin™,
a combination of software and hardware integrated into
Mackwell products to enable a series of features and
upgrades. This new platform is the first of its kind on
the market today and is fully software configurable and
programmable. In addition, origin™ includes features
such as Retinal Response™, extensive battery protection,
diagnostics, wireless communications via Bluetooth and/or
VLC and the ability to sync data with the Mackwell Cloud.
origin™ is the next innovative progression for emergency
lighting.
Mackwell’s XYLUX LS took centre stage and generated
lots of interest. This high performance self-contained LED
emergency luminaire delivers 3 hours rated emergency
output and is available in a range of options to cater for
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specific requirements and provides the perfect solution for
High-Bay, Mid-Bay, Open-Area and Corridor applications
with IP65 versions also available for more demanding
environments. The unit also incorporates an LED module,
a 2.2Ah NiMH battery pack with 3 hours’ emergency
duration and a deep discharge protection circuit. XYLUX
LS has been designed to provide maximum benefits for the
installer including extra space internally to make on-site
wiring faster and easier.
Another innovation launched at the show was ELEDD MIDI
- the company’s new compact emergency LED conversion
driver range. This includes DALI AutoTest® versions that
enable the conversion of general lighting for emergency
operation, making it possible to drive multiple power LED’s
or multi-chip LED arrays with forward voltages (Vf) from 6V
to 200V. ELEDD MIDI comes with built-in adaptability that
permits optimum output current, based on the forward
voltage of the specific light engine for a more precise
match to the controlled LED scheme. Compatible with the
leading brands of mains drivers, ELEDD MIDI is available
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with either NiCd or NiMH batteries, test switch function,
a choice of 1 hour or 3 hours’ emergency duration and
SmartCharge™ technology for NiMH battery variants.
The popular XYLUX range has also been extended with
the addition of XYLUX EXIT. XYLUX EXIT is an aesthetic
exit sign that can be tailored to the needs of a building’s
interior. Installation options include surface mount for
ceiling and wall applications, recessed, suspended and
cantilever. The product can be finished with a surrounding
frame in addition to choice of surface finishes.
Products in the XYLUX portfolio offer superb emergency
lighting performance and reliability and have been
designed to complement the aesthetics of a space.
The XYLUX LR is the original ultra-discreet recessed
LED emergency luminaire and is a practical alternative
to standard emergency luminaires. With its unique
articulated design, it offers an easy to install solution.
XYLUX LR is available in a number of technical functions
that include Central Battery and DALI. Key features
include: high performance 3 Watt LED, integral bi-colour
status indicator, option of maintained or non-maintained
operation, SELV complaint, SmartCharge™ technology and
articulated control gear for easy installation.
For open-area and corridor LED emergency fittings the
XYLUX LR4 is a recessed emergency luminaire that is

supplied with two snap-in optics for open-area and corridor
distribution. The XYLUX LR4 consists of Mackwell’s unique
control gear for greater flexibility and multiple interior
applications ideal for open office space, stairwells as well
as corridor areas. Each lamphead contains an integrated
bi-colour indicator and test switch, 500mm wiring loom and
recessed mounting brackets. XYLUX LR4 is designed to be
effective and unobtrusive and is compatible with Mackwell’s
N-light® EC low-voltage emergency network.
The XYLUX emergency lighting range offers high quality
and excellent performance and has become a firm favourite
with OEMs, lighting designers and architects globally.
Last but not least, Mackwell’s new N-light EC was displayed
at L+B, offering an innovative and efficient approach to
installing, powering and monitoring emergency lighting
systems. N-light EC achieves this by using category cables
so that monitoring and testing of emergency lighting
systems can be completed without the need for additional
wiring. N-light EC is a central component for powering and
commissioning emergency lighting systems, specifically
designed to be used alongside general lighting that
operates on a Smart building platform to create a complete
lighting solution.
Mackwell products are designed and manufactured in the UK
and the company has offices in Hong Kong and the UAE.
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Exploring facades as an advertising medium

Better in
Bright Lights
Reference Projects:
Fortune Town, Bangkok
AIA Sathorn Tower, Bangkok
Central Plaza Rayong, Rayong Province
Times Square, Ho Chi Minh City
Sun Wheel, Da Nang
Lighting Design & Solution: Lighting & Equipment Public Company Limited (L&E)
Writer: Sudrak Prichanond
Photo Credit: Lighting & Equipment Public Company Limited (L&E)
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Most commercial buildings currently turn their facades into one huge
advertising medium for sending messages. The new goal of façade
lighting is not only to be the iconic image of building but also to make
it worthwhile in commercial and sustainable aspects. This façade
design trend is called “Media Façade”.
Integrations of media facades
Media façade design should come since the beginning, working parallel
with the architectural design. The good façade designs will seriously
concern about the integration and harmonization that lighting must
be a part of façade. One example of L&E’s project is Fortune Town,
Bangkok. The renovated façade design team considered the indirect
linear lighting fixtures to be installed to fit with façade pattern and be
invisible when switched off the light.
Media Contents
The media contents can function as a networking tool for communication
with the public while at the same time achieving a balance between
commercial, municipal and cultural interests. Contents communicated
by façade can be the pre-record media which is designed to narrate
stories or present the symbol of something such as company, branding.
And contents can also be the live media like television, or interactive
media which responding to the user’s actions. T imes Square in HCMC,
lighting designed by L&E, uses pre-record media contents for façade.
Lighting contents or scenes with 7 selected light colours are used

Times Square, Ho Chi Minh City
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Sun Wheel, Da Nang
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Fortune Town, Bangkok

AIA Sathorn Tower, Bangkok

as standard daily scenes for the
recognition of the building. Only when
there are special occasions such
as Christmas, New Year, National
Day, Valentine’s Day, special scenes
relating to that day are run.
Resolution of Media Facades
The resolution of media façade
describes the detail an image holds
by quantifying how close pixels can
be to each other and still be visibly
resolved. The low resolution can
create only abstract graphic showing
mood & tone while higher resolution
which has more image detail, can
play pictures, messages, or until
advertising videos. Central Plaza
Rayong, lighting designed by APLD,
provided low resolution content. LED
floodlights with various light beams
create varieties of spot effects on
façade playing dynamic scenes which
present the concept of colourful
island, derived from Thai folk tale.
AIA Sathorn Tower, lighting designed
by Meinhardt Thailand, has medium
resolution facade. The density of
pixels are more in the horizontal lines
so it can display the simple graphic
scenes.
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Central Plaza Rayong, Rayong Province
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Another aspect in understanding the image is the distance
of image to the viewer. If most beholders are from far
distance, the resolution can be less because the viewer
will see the overall image not in details.
Lighting Technology
When thinking about lighting technology that can create
the media façade designs, LED is certainly the main
choice due to the varieties of shapes, light effects, light
colours, controls, and especially providing low power, and
low maintenance. Various types of LED are used in media
façade such as Node LED, Tube LED, floodlight LED,
customized LED, etc. These can be applied to install in
different ways; for instance, the direct luminance of LED
node in AIA Sathorn Tower and Sun Wheel, the direct
illuminance of LED floodlight in Central Plaza Rayong, and
the indirect illuminance of LED tube in T imes Square.

Apart from LED technology, another interesting technique
for Media Façades is projection mapping. It turns façade
into an imaginative display surface for video projection.
W ith high initial cost and content creation cost, it is mostly
used for temporary installation as more worthwhile rental
project. Besides, projection mapping are used in some
restored heritage buildings when mounting or drilling are
not permitted so the projection from far distance works
well.
About L&E
L&E is a lighting equipment manufacturer and lighting
solution provider based in Bangkok, Thailand. We
have been specialist in lighting and involved in many
prominent projects in Thailand and Asian countries for
more than 20 years. For more information, please visit
www.lighting.co.th.
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An introduction of high-performance metal halide lamps and LED lighting

Tokyo
Metropolitan
Gymnasium
Shibuya Ward, Tokyo
The Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium is a key national
sporting facility able to handle the largest events. It has a
capacity for a maximum of 10,000 spectators in its main
arena and it plays host to a variety of world, international
and national sporting events. Meanwhile, its swimming
pool, training room and athletic field and track are also
open daily as a place for general users to freely enjoy.
The view with the lights on in the
main arena. Vertical louvers have
been installed on the floodlights
for the central lighting line,
while horizontal louvers have
been installed on those for the
other lighting lines, creating a
comfortable lighting environment
that works to avoid glare.

During the previous year, renovation work was carried out
on the main arena's lighting system as part of simultaneous
repairs to this ageing facility. The gymnasium was reopened
in April 2013. For the main lighting, the previous fixtures
were upgraded to better-performance 1kW metal halide
floodlights, while the security lighting was upgraded from
1.5kW halogen floodlights to 190W LED floodlights. Newly
released 35W LED floodlights were installed for lighting
spectator areas.

A view of the exterior during the day
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A benefit of LED lighting, other than the power savings,
is that in the event of a power outage event they will
instantaneously return to full brightness once the power is
reconnected. Depending on the location of the 1kW metal
halide floodlights, vertical or horizontal louvers have been
used to combat any potential for glare that may affect
athletes during sporting events.
A maintained average brightness of 1,500ℓx has been
ensured since the upgrade. In addition, the lighting control
system makes it possible to tailor the lighting for a wide
range of uses, from national sporting events to recreation
activities.
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The installed
1kW metal halide
floodlights (with
horizontal louvers)
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Lambert et Fils +
Coop Etabli
Montreal, Canada
Creative Firms: Lambert et Fils and Coop Etabli
Text: Lambert et Fils
Photo Credits: Arseni Khamzin
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Lambert et Fils and Coop Établi, two of the most creative
design firms in Québec, are uniting their efforts. Lighting
creator Lambert et Fils welcomes Coop Établi, purveyors
of locally designed furniture, to their new showroom.
For Samuel Lambert, President and Founder of Lambert
et Fils, the event is an important one: "The fact that two
very dynamic companies join forces indicates a very strong
ambition and sends a very positive message to customers
and the design community," he explains.
"This unprecedented collaboration is great news for both
our companies," says Eveline Simard, president of Coop
Établi. "Our products complement and highlight the value
of each other, and customers of Coop Établi, who will
finally have a place to appreciate our furniture first-hand,
will also discover the lighting at Lambert et Fils."
The reputation of Lambert et Fils already exceeds our
borders and a growing proportion of its lighting sales is
now done internationally. For its part, Coop Etabli brought
together a dozen of Quebec’s pre-eminent young designers
and chose an original local manufacturing model, closer to
its various markets.
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Udo Krollman
Corporate
Centre
Berlin, Germany
Client: Udo Krollmann Unternehmensgruppe, Berlin
Architect: Wolf Architekten, Berlin
Year of finalization: 2014
Material: LUCEM Line Anthrazit
Format: 120 cm x 50 cm
Thickness: 20 mm
Surface: 60 sqm
Light system: RGB-LEDs with DMX-control
Installation: Krollmann Group, Berlin
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The latest Udo Krollman Corporate Centre and Wolf
architectural practice project in Berlin has brought to the
city one of the most unconventional and daring architectural
ventures seen to date. Following their very own tradition
of acquisition and transformation of commercial and
residential properties to meet the demands of a part of the
market thirsty for exclusivity, over 20 years trading, have
given the Udo Krollman Corporate Centre the experience
and knowledge to always make the most breakthrough
design bids.
The Prenzlauer Berg is a residential development like
no other. Every aspect of its design has been carefully
looked after to make it unique and its façade is one of
the prime examples. The development enjoys the very first
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light transmitting concrete façade in
Berlin. Light transmitting concrete
has developed vastly over the last
decade and although its magical
glowing eye catching effect continues
to be one of its trademarks, the
dynamism achievable with the current
light technology allows for versatile,
changing on demand architectural
surfaces like the façade at The
Prenslauer Berg.
LUCEM Light transmitting concrete is
a revolutionary architectural product
that combines mineral aggregate and
translucent optical fibres to transmit
light. LUCEM is typically supplied
in panel format, and installed with a
source of light of choice at the rear
of the panel. The light travels to the
surface of the panel, allowing for a
colourful spectacle and an almost
magical effect of the light glowing
from the inside of the concrete.
Current technology allows for RGBLEDs to be activated and controlled
through computer or smart phone the achievable lighting possibilities
range from static colours to colours
that can change on demand and the
light intensity is also controllable.
Additional parameters such music can
also be integrated and synchronized.
However,
are
not
just
these
exceptional features that make LUCEM
light transmitting concrete a very
attractive product for architectural
design, LUCEM light transmitting
concrete itself constitutes a beautiful
surface even unlit and its structural
performance is similar to that of natural
stone. LUCEM light transmitting
concrete can be produced in panels
of up to 150 cm x 50 cm x 2 cm.
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Ottawa’s

Parliamentary
Precinct
Canada

Designer: Lemay and Lightemotion
Developer: Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC)
Photographs and Text: V2Com
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T

The
Parliamentary
Precinct,
which includes, the Parliament
Hill, the Rideau Canal, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, the commercial
Sparks Street, and the Confederation
Boulevard, will be brought to light by an
Exterior Lighting Master Plan, developed
by Lemay and Lightemotion on behalf
of Public Services and Procurement
Canada (PSPC). The Plan will enrich and
enhance the experience of night time
pedestrians over the coming years. To
be implemented gradually on a project
by project basis as opportunities arise,
the Master Plan provides guidance
to PSPC when implementing exterior
lighting for the Precinct’s buildings and
grounds.
Drawing its inspiration from the image
of a diamond, the “Jewels in the Night”
concept combines frontal and detail
lighting to give the impression that
the illuminations are outlined against a
black sky. In certain locations, the play
of shadow and light will bring out the
dramatic and mysterious aspects of the
Gothic Revival buildings on Parliament
Hill, thus emphasizing the contrasts
and the tensions in the landscape in the
chiaroscuro style. Distributed according
to four hierarchical levels of light, the
illumination will reveal and reinforce the
comparative prominence of the various
buildings in the Parliamentary Precinct.
The main objective of this lighting
master plan is to tell a story and offer
night time pedestrians a stimulating
view that contrasts from the one
offered by day. Thus, certain areas
have subdued lighting to set off the
bright jewels of Parliament Hill. Other
areas seek to show respect for the
natural or heritage aspects of the site.
Imagine a walk through the illuminated
Parliamentary Precinct, where light
reveals the unique heritage character
elements of each building while inviting
visitors to discover and explore the site’s
landscape. At the end of the walk, the
climax of the show will be revealed on
the Peace Tower and the Parliamentary
Library, with a luminous, dynamic but
subtle display that suggests the beating
of the nation’s heart.
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The Vision
The vision developed for the Lighting
Plan aims to enrich and enhance the
night-time experience of the symbolic,
environmental and heritage primacy of
the site. Fourteen guiding principles
developed by the landscape architects,
support this vision: respect, symbolic
primacy, security and accessibility,
preserving the heritage, adaptability,
creativity and innovation, operations,
stewardship, partnerships, hierarchy,
viewing points, the visitor experience,
sustainable development and balance.
The
Artistic
and
Technological
Revolution In Lighting
With the evolution of the lighting
industry, the Parliamentary Precinct will
benefit from an artistic vision to create a
unique night time experience, and tell a
story. Moreover, LED technology offers
the opportunity to produce unique, high
quality backdrops at low cost, controlled
by computers via a DMX system. As a
result, illumination will be balanced
throughout the implementation of
the numerous projects, so that the
hierarchy within the Precinct remains
obvious at all times.
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About Lemay
Founded in 1957 as an architectural firm, Lemay is one of
Canada’s leading integrated environmental design firms,
combining architecture, urban design, interior design,
landscape architecture, structural engineering and branding
into a multidisciplinary and synergetic offer. Now well
established in Canada, United States, China, Algeria, Costa
Rica, in the Caribbean and the Middle-East, Lemay brings
together nearly 350 professionals who offer their creativity to
support their clients’ business strategies.
Recognized by Deloitte as one of Canada's 50 Best Managed
Companies, Lemay has been the driving force behind several
landmark projects that have garnered attention here and
abroad, most notably the New City of El-Menia in Algeria,
the STM Stinson transport centre, the Place d'Armes, the
Montréal–Pierre Elliott Trudeau International Airport, the
Astral Head Office and the Centre Bell (in consortium).
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McGill University
Health Centre
Montreal, Québec
Artist: Linda Covit
Materials: Painted aluminum, LED projectors, programming equipment
Dimensions: 13 m x 15,75 m diameter / 42’8” x 51’8” diameter
Lamp Posts: 51 cm x 122 x 122 cm / 6’5” x 4’ x 4’
Location: McGill University Health Centre - Glen Site (MUHC), Montreal
Client: Commissioned by the MUHC
Fabrication: Michel Bernier
Structural Engineering: Nicolet, Chartrand, Knoll Ltée
Technical Drawings and Renderings: Plan HB
Installation: Formaviva
Lighting: Blue Hour Design
Photo Credits: Marc Cramer
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T

he MUHC (McGill University
Health Centre) is one of the
world’s foremost academic health
centres. The new hospital, opening
in April 2015 at the Glen site, is the
redevelopment project that will
create leading-edge facilities in
three sites.
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Havre was completed in November 2014, the largest
of eleven public art commissions spread throughout
the new MUHC hospital complex and the largest
commission of the Quebec government’s Integration of
art to architecture 1% policy realized to date. Sited on
the entranceway grounds the objectives included being
highly visible to road traffic and to commuters in the
nearby trains, drawing people into the landscaped site
with its many public gardens, and becoming an iconic
symbol for the hospital. While scaled to the immensity
of the site Havre also retains a more intimate experience.
Conveyed as a “sculptural embrace” it welcomes patients,
visitors, staff and passers-by into the artwork through
three “doors”, offering a personal experience.
During the day natural light projects patterns of shadows
through the artwork, transforming with the hours, days
and seasons. During evening hours three sequences each
thirty minutes long bathe the artwork in subtle shades of
blue / blue-green, colours that evoke both air (sky) and
water, elements essential to life. ■
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Luminotherapie
Montreal, Canada
Seesaw Design: Lateral Office and CS Design
Sound Design: Mitchell Akiyama
Mechanical Design and Production: Générique Design
Electronic and Interactive Production: Robocut Studio
Video Projections: Maotik and Iregular
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In addition to hosting some 40
festivals and many other events in
the Quartier, the Partnership presents
free outdoor cultural activities by
providing financial, logistical or
technical support to creators of
innovative cultural projects selected
or produced via competitions, calls
for proposals, commissions and coproduction.
The interactive work on the Place des
Festivals presents a series of giant
illuminated and sound-producing
seesaws. To activate them, visitors
straddle them like any other seesaw.
Once in motion, the built-in lights
and speakers produce a harmonious
sequence of sounds and lights,
resulting in a constantly evolving
ephemeral composition.

M

ontreal’s Quartier des Spectacles, a 1 km2 section of the city ’s
downtown, boasts North America’s highest concentration and greatest
diversity of cultural venues. The district has built a strong identity as a place
for creativity, per formance and entertainment. Thanks to a major overhaul of
its public spaces begun in the late 2000s, the neighborhood has emerged as
a showcase for Montreal’s vitality.
As a UNESCO Cityof Design, the city has made creativity the driving force
behind its rising international profile. The Quartier des Spectacles Partnership
is mandated to help maintain this strategic district’s liveliness year round –
even in the depths of winter – by hosting activities in the Quartier ’s public
spaces. These productions are intended to complement the cultural offerings
presented by the Partnership’s members and the area’s per formance venues.

Presenting
light
installation
Impluse,
the titular project of
2015/16
Through the use of architectural
lines, a hypnotic soundtrack and an
entertaining illusion of depth, the
nine architectural video projections
echo the seesaws of the Place des
Festivals. Playing with the notions
of balance and unbalance, symmetry
and
asymmetr y,
tension
and
harmony, the video projections are
visual experiments illustrating the
original soundtrack created for each
video.
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Impulse is an urban installation
that renews itself for ever y different
audience. Each person becomes,
while on the seesaws, the player of a
novel instrument.
Luminothérapie is refreshing itself for
its seventh edition, in 2016-17. The
Quartier des Spectacles is bringing
something new to the competition
by providing a theme: participants
must work within the theme “tale”.
Chosen for its narrative power, the
tale – which can take many different
forms (fantastical or urban, classic
or newly created) – must provide a
captivating experience.
The winning designers will present
an installation on the Place des
Festivals that creates a sense of
wonder both day and night, while
encouraging the participation of a
broad audience, including families.
Architectural video projections for
two adjacent building façades will
complete a unified concept through
integration with the narrative
structure of the primary work. ■
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Grand Sierra Resort
and Casino
Reno, United States
Designer: Innovativo Design, Las Vegas, Nevada
Photo Credits: Vance Fox
Design Firm: Innovativo
Lighting Provider: Bloom Lighting Group
Project Design Executive: Nancy Paolino
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W

hen the Grand Sierra Resor t
and Casino in Reno, Nevada
took over a former MGM Grand hotel,
their first order of business was
to give the dated décor a modern
makeover. The main focus of the
façade, the entrance por tico was of
prime impor tance and needed to
make quite the statement.
Designers
at
Las Vegas-based
architecture and interior design
firm, Innovativo, decided to give
the por tico a contemporar y and
sophisticated
update
through
unique statement lighting, but had to
contend with a rather unpredictable
challenge: the elements. Not only
is Reno k nown for its sunny, semiarid climate, it is also famous for its
sudden storms. The outdoor lighting
had to be able to handle variable
weather, be rustproof, and withstand
high intensity winds.
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Understanding what the Grand Sierra was tr ying to
achieve and the par ticular climate considerations made
Bloom Lighting Group the ideal choice of lighting
provider. Work ing hand in hand with Innovativo, Bloom
created two different types of custom per forated satin
stainless steel luminaires to allow wind penetration
while keeping with the hotel’s consistent design theme.
The first set of custom luminaires were chosen to accent
the per forated stainless steel suppor t columns and
off-white color scheme. 24 custom square red fixtures
installed in two rows atop the main entrance glow from
the inside out thanks to acr ylic diffuser panels within
per forated stain stainless steel outer cages. 36” high, the
luminaires are fitted with PAR20 LEDs for long-lasting
and consistent lighting per formance.
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Secondly,
21
oversize
custom
chandeliers hang in the area above
the driveway amongst circular pot
lights. Like the square fixtures,
per forated satin stainless steel outer
cages surround circular cur tains
of white polycarbonate beads that
reflect a rich glow across the por tico.
111” inches tall, the chandeliers are
also fitted with PAR20 LEDs.
Thanks to Bloom’s luminaires, the
resulting por tico is brighter, more
elegant and most impor tantly,
in harmony with other design
elements, both outside and in. The
design team at Innovativo could not
be more pleased with the results
and their specific objectives were
achieved.
“ We were ver y impressed by Bloom’s
design and execution,” said Nancy
Paolino, Project Design Executive at
Innovativo. “ The lighting helps tell a
stor y, and draws the various par ts of
the hotel and casino together with
its consistency, impar ting the Grand
Sierra with the sense of grandeur
and sophistication expected of a
four-star resor t.” ■
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Belgian Railway Museum
Train World
Montreal, Canada
Design Director: Roupinian
Scenography Designer: Francois Schuiten and Expoduo
Text: Lightemotion
Photo Credits: Trainworld
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T

rain World, the new Belgian
railway museum, opened on
September 25 after ten years of work
and an investment of 25 million
euros. Lightemotion, creative office
in Montreal, is pleased to have
par ticipated in the lighting of this
new past, present and future railway
showcase, which exhibits the most
beautiful original pieces of the
countr y ’s histor y collection.
Scenography, designed by the
Belgian ar tist François Schuiten
and Expoduo plunges us into a
true multisensor y and theatrical
universe. The staging of spaces
and objects had to be suppor ted
by an exclusive lighting layout. Mr.
Schuiten immediately requested
the ser vices of the Lightemotion
team, who has worked on more than
twenty international projects.
The first act of these “opera of the
train” star ts in Schaerbeek Station,
Belgian railway architectural jewel
and one of the oldest stations in
the countr y, located in the hear t
of Europe, constructed on the first
rail track of the continent link ing
Brussels and Mechelen. I t is now
connected to a new industrial
hangar via the railway garden.
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This 86,000 sq.ft. hangar contains 4 exhibition halls where you can admire
several locomotives, including the Pays de Waes, the oldest preser ved steam
locomotive in Europe, as well as a thousand of objects related to the railway
world, drawings and models. Diversity and difference in scale of the exhibits
brought the creators of Lightemotion to use lighting systems, architectural
technology and unusual applications.
“ We had to think outside the box. We used, for example, lighting systems
designed for outdoors use to obtain the power and durability required for
locomotives highlighting” explains Roupinian, President, Design Director at
Lightemotion. The project required more than 2,000 LED lamps and metal
halide, k nown as “Metalarc” widely used in movie projectors and theater. The
light through a thorough study of exposed volumes carefully embraces ever y
detail. Each light source was custom tailored to the scenography needs and
context. Simulations using 3D software have achieved an unprecedented
level of precision for highlighting the project.
The lighting is at times dramatic, at times vibrant, at times animated.
Each exhibition hall is unique and presents a variety of environments to
be experienced by its visitors. The space, object, light, image and sound
combine to create a multisensor y experience to carr y us into the Belgian
railway world, the oldest network of the European continent. ■
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Kempegowda International
Airport Duty-Free Stores
Karnataka, India
Project: BIAL Duty Free Stores, Bangalore
Client: Nuance Group (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Architect: 3Fold Design, Bangalore
Lighting Design: Lighting Research & Design, Chennai
Photo Credits: 3Fold Design, Bangalore
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The plan was to provide a boutique style approach for time -star ved
travel shoppers as well as a global
experience.
Value
offers
and
ambience had to be assimilated
with futuristic technology by paying
great attention to detail while
designing the proposed renovation.
While the style of the duty-free
shopping area was to be subtle with
an air y touch of class, it also had to
provide a timeless experience with
many quirky Indian and international
elements.

I

t is impossible to leave out duty free shopping when at an airpor t. So when
Nuance Group (India) was awarded a five -year extension of the concession
contract, big plans were drawn for a new décor and complete revamp of the
shopping experience at the Bangalore International Airpor t Limited (BIAL)
depar ture and arrival duty-free shopping.
Nuance Group is a leading travel retailer that operates 75,000 sqm. of retail
space spanning 66 locations in 19 countries and territories across the globe.
According to Anirban Dutta Chowdhur y, the countr y head of Nuance Group
(India), “the décor and feel of a place is extremely impor tant.” The design
brief was to redefine the concept of an airpor t store by breathing soul and
character into the place.

3Fold Design, a young and dynamic
architecture, landscape and interior
design firm, were provided a clear
brief of creating a distinct “sense of
place” instead of a generic design like
most airpor t stores around the world.
This directly translated into a décor
that had to bring Indian elements
together with a sharp blend of
international shopping experience.
The design inter ventions were to
have strong aesthetical, cultural
and social relevance that describe
a stor y about the rich heritage of
its region in South India. I t was also
impor tant that an aesthetic balance
was maintained and none of these
design inter ventions overpower the
merchandise and brands.
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A conscious effor t is made to
enhance the shopping experience
by inter weaving various diverse
references from the city and
region, and reinterpret them in
a
modern
retail
environment.
Iconic architectural and cultural
elements from all over South India
are introduced to strike a cord with
shoppers thereby setting the overall
“creation of meaning” theme.
The challenge for lighting designed
by Lighting Research & Design, was
to create a perceivable juxtaposition
between these traditional elements
and modern luxur y brands. The main
store itself is designed as a clean
and user-friendly environment for
easy circulation and open frontage
with clearly established visual lines
of the merchandise and brands to
maximise revenue. Digital screens
flank the store entrances to welcome
the shoppers.
The concept of the Kolam (patterns
drawn on the ground with white rice
flour or chalk) has been reinterpreted
in the form of floral patterns in the
core duty free store ceiling. Soft
general illumination is provided
using 4000K LED square downlights
neatly integrated within the floral
patterns. Additionally, golden bellmotifs inspired by Jhumk as (earrings)
and ancient temple complexes dot
the core duty free ceiling. Accented
illumination for these motifs is
provided using 3000K LED strips
integrated within coves. The warm
light bouncing from these motifs
creates warm islands of light over
the specially located merchandise.
Track-mounted 4000K LED spotlights
illuminate the merchandise on the
store back walls.
A specialty store is introduced in the
main duty free store as a “Store in
store” concept to house luxury lifestyle
brands. Pillars from the magnificent
palace architecture of Chettinad in
deep wooden finish provide a highend look and feel that differentiates
itself from the core duty free store.
While similar LED square downlights
provide general illumination, a
warmer colour temperature of 3000K
to match the deep wood finish
further enhances this high-end feel.
Backlit signage, cabinet and display
unit lighting are blended in unison
with the commercial considerations
to create a wow factor whilst allowing
the merchandise to remain the main
focus of attention. ■
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New Cree XLamp CXA2 High
Density LEDs Double Lumen
Output
By CREE, Inc.
www.cree.com

C

ree, Inc. continues to break performance barriers with
the introduction of Cree® XLamp® CXB1310 and
CXB1520 High Density LED arrays. Incorporating elements
of Cree’s SC5 Technology™ Platform, the new LEDs deliver
the highest lumen density at 6mm and 9mm - the most
lumens in the industry for their LES [light emitting surface]
sizes.
The advancement enables radically new and
differentiated LED lighting form factors for applications like
track lights, lamps and downlights.
For example, the CXB1520 LED packs the lumen output
of seven 60-watt replacement lamps into an area much
smaller than a dime, allowing lighting manufacturers to put
more light where it is intended at a lower system cost.
“The
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CXB1310

High

Density

LED

array

delivers

an

impressive amount of light in a small package,” said
Massimo Parravicini, R&D director of Reggiani Illuminazione.
“The high lumen density of the CXB1310 LED will allow us
to offer LED designs with performance and form factors
previously impossible.”
The high performance of the CXA2 High Density LED
arrays allows lighting manufacturers to reduce thermal,
mechanical and optical costs at the system level. For
example, when combined with a 74mm diameter optic, the
3000K, 80 CRI CXB1520 High Density LED array delivers
over 50,000 candela in a 10-degree beam while drawing
only 40 watts.
This high lumen density allows lighting manufacturers to
deliver the performance of a 70W ceramic metal halide

lighting controls

(CMH) PAR38 lamp through a much smaller PAR20-size
optic using 43 percent less power. The CXB1310 High
Density LED array delivers up to 3,200 lumens in a 6mm
LES, allowing similar reductions in size and power from
traditional light sources.
“The CXB1520 High Density LED allows us to deliver
downlights that provide up to 2700 lumens with just 28
watts in a very small 4” trim platform. What was previously
only possible in much larger platforms with much higher
wattage requirements is now made possible in our VF
Series Specification Grade Luminaire Downlight product
line using Cree’s CXB1520 High Density LEDs,” said Justin
Weaver, Vice President Engineering, LF Illumination. “The
very high efficacy of the CXB1520 High Density LED also
allows us to move many of our products that at one time
were only possible with active cooling solutions to passive
solutions, simplifying our design and lowering our system
costs significantly.”
Offering the industry’s best color consistency for designs
that use only one LED, Cree XLamp CXA2 High Density
LED arrays are characterized and binned at 85°C, available
in 2-, 3- and 5-step EasyWhite® color temperatures
(2700K – 6500K), and CRI options of 70, 80 and 90. The
CXB1310 and CXB1520 LEDs have LM-80 long-term test
data available immediately, delivering reported L90 lifetime
projections of at least 36,300 hours at 85°C and 105°C.
“Cree pioneered high lumen density LED arrays, and we
continue to push the boundaries of LED performance,
consistently achieving what no other LED manufacturer has

been able to achieve,” said Dave Emerson, vice president
and general manager for Cree LEDs. “The industry-leading
performance of the new CXA2 High Density LED arrays
allows our customers to develop differentiated products
that deliver high performance and energy savings through
better LED technology.”
The CXA2 High Density LED arrays are available in the
same form factor as the CXA LED arrays, allowing the use
of existing optics, holders and drivers. The CXA2 High
Density LED arrays are also UL-recognized and feature a
level 4 rating.
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Unique Approach to
Grazing Wash Lighting
and Back-lit Panels
By Illumination Physics
www.illuminationphysics.com

‘LPSL’ is an acronym for ‘low power
strip linear’ and despite its modest
electrical consumption of between
11 and 22 watts, LPSL packs potent
punch. LPSL exploits the new
generation of SMD LEDs that fit in
between what has traditionally been
a huge performance gap between low
power LEDs (0.1 watts approx.) and
high power LEDs of 1 to 3 watts or
more.
The cost gap between these two LED
families is also very large. The new
generation of SMD LEDs that can
be driven at 0.25 to 0.5 watts offer
enough lumens for most applications
but the larger size of the LED chip
defied efficient lensing.
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Illumination Physics has developed
a unique optical design that means
the light output of these new midpowered chips can be effectively
lensed, producing a potent linear
wash light at half the price of the high
power alternatives.
LPSL has been used in large quantities
and at great cost saving at Studio City
in Macau where the use of back-lit
panels is pervasive. The photos below
beautifully illustrate this product in
action.
LPSL is available in a wide range of
colour temperatures.
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Vossloh-Schwabe’s new
DimONE is the epitome of style
By Vossloh-Schwabe
www.vossloh-schwabe.com

Vossloh-Schwabe’s new DimONE – digital
phase-cut LED dimmer with Bluetooth ® SMART
is a stylish ‘must have’ device for smart homes
and residential applications. The fully protected
trailing-edge dimmer features a Bluetooth ® SMART
module intended to provide considerably reduced
power consumption and cost while maintaining
a similar communication range allowing for
comprehensive wireless connectivity and wireless
lighting solutions.
DimONE – digital phase-cut dimmer with
Bluetooth ® is combined intelligently to deliver
connectivity and designed for applications up
from 3 W up to 300 W with incandescent/halogen
(phase-cut dimmable) modules. Dimming is
settable to a minimum level without flickering and
start-up behaviour to the last or fixed value for
exceptional dimming performance.
State-of-the-art
dimming
device
supports
synchronisation with mobile device clock and
double tapping on the device calls the next scene.
Bluetooth ® key functionality
• Scene mode (5 light moods)
• T imer mode (5 scheduler profiles per day)
• Holiday mode (random program)
• Away mode (leaving home function)
• Zone mode (controls a group of dimmers)
The Vossloh-Schwabe DimONE APP provides
a conviengient control feeling to the end-users
lighting system. The DimONE APP is available for
iOS and ANDROID platforms.

Image credit: shutterstock.com
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YAHAM Luna-Lite Series
LED Commercial Lighting solutions
By YAHAM Optoelectronics Co., Ltd
www.yahamlighting.com

Recently YAHAM expanded its Luna-Lite series LED commercial lighting,
including panel light, suspended light, low bay, down light, etc. In order to
achieve more comfortable and environment-friendly lighting effect, YAHAM’s
team adopts quality driver and LED chip of top brand, as well as carefully
designed light distribution. Combined with various installation methods,
Luna-Lite series can meet more indoor applications such as offices, hotels,
supermarkets, shopping malls, metros, exhibition centers, etc.

Luna-Lite series LED suspended light
• 12W(0.9m), 18W(1.2m), 24W(1.5m) available
• Adopt new POB technology(Power on Board), no need
exter nal driver, slender and light weight
• Power factor ≥ 98%, THD ≤ 12%, ensure longer lifetime
• Can splice a variety of shapes

Luna-Lite series LED panel light
• 22W, 30W, 40W, 50W, 55W available for different size,
more flexible application
• Low operating temperature, ensure long lifetime
• High CRI Ra>80 more vivid for object presentation
• Dimmable and color temperature adjustable, achieve
better lighting effect
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Luna-Lite series LED low bay light
• 20W, 25W, 30W available
• Adopt new POB technology(Power on Board), no
need exter nal driver
• High CRI Ra>80 more vivid for object presentation
• High quality lampshade, offer moderate light and
excellent uniformity

Luna-Lite series LED downlight
•
•
•
•
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7W, 9W, 12W, 15W, 20W, 25W, 35W, 45W available
Utilize Nichia High Efficiency LED chip
Aluminum base with consistently excellent thermal conductivity
Diffuser plate of high transmittance, making softer light without
any glare, with multiple diffusers optional

product focus exterior lighting

RSW LED STREET
LUMINAIRES
By Cree
www.cree.com

Cree, Inc. announces the full range of its breakthrough RSW™ LED
Street Luminaires with the introduction of three new models that deliver
comfortable, uniform and dark-sky friendly LED lighting to roadway
applications. The new streetlights complete the portfolio of Cree’s groundbreaking RSW Series, the first generation of LED streetlights to deliver LED
energy savings and reliability in preferred color temperatures.
The three new models join the initial launch of the small form factor and
replace outdated high-intensity discharge fixtures of 70-100W HPS, 150W
HPS, 250W HPS and 400W HPS. The Cree® RSW Series now offers a
unified solution for towns, cities, states, and utilities that addresses street
lighting needs from driveways to interstates.
Utilizing Cree’s revolutionary WaveMax™ technology to deliver market
leading uniformity, color quality and efficacy, Cree’s RSW Series ushers in a
new era of street lighting that will transform the way cities and municipalities
light their residential streets, interchanges and expressways.
The new RSW Series luminaires deliver superior efficacy of up to 115 LPW
at color temperatures of 3000K or 4000K and a Color Rendering Index
(CRI) of 80. The result is enhanced visual comfort, reduced glare and higher
quality street lighting for roadways using less energy. The series is also
smart-city ready, enabled by a standard NEMA 7-pin socket.

ENDURANCE
SINGLE SPOT AND
DOUBLE SPOT
By WAC Lighting
www.waclighting.com

WAC Lighting adds high output Single Spot and Double Spot
luminaires to its popular Endurance line of robust exterior
lighting. The 15-watt LED single spot replaces a 75-watt
halogen fixture while the 30-watt LED double spot is the ideal
retrofit for a 150-watt halogen fixture.
Both Single and Double Spots are designed with lockable
aiming and a sensor-ready receptacle to accept available
optional photo and motion sensors. Tightly engineered with
factory sealed LED light engines, the luminaires are IP66
rated for wet locations.

YAHAM SAFEGUARD
SERIES LED FLOOD
LIGHT

Utilizing proprietary technology, the luminaires are offered in
3000K and 5000K color temperatures and an 85 CRI while
delivering up to 2060 delivered lumens. Operating without
a driver or transformer, these luminaires are direct wired for
use on a 120-volt system. Both spots dim beautifully and
continuously, using an electronic low voltage dimmer.
Architectural bronze, architectural white and architectural
graphite finishes are available.

By YAHAM Optoelectronics Co., Ltd
www.yahamlighting.com

YAHAM’s SafeGuard series LED flood lights offer 40W,
80W, 120W, 160W and 200W options with 100 lm/W
light efficiency, as well as concise appearance but IP65
protective. Adjustable mounting bracket combined
with various beam angles, the lamp can be adapted to
more lighting applications, such as tunnel, parking lot,
billboard, stadiums, building exterior lighting, factories,
airports, bridges, construction site, etc.
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LAURENT
By Lambert et Fils
www.lambertetfils.com

The studio distills a globe pendant’s duality between sphere
and circle to its essence. In keeping with its commitment to
working with local, skilled trades, the team called upon the
expertise of a Quebec glass blower to craft this latest piece.
An adjustable suspension system of wires and anchors
allows the pendant’s final form to vary, from a pure, minimalist
orb to something more intricate and Art Deco. “Our research
focused on the surface and the form. Here, the globe acts as
the link between the two,” says Samuel Lambert, the studio’s
founder and lead designer. The different variations make it an
apt lighting fixture for the home as well as for applications in
the public realm where Laurent can really take on its fullest
dimension through a rhythmic repetition.

FPC LIGHT STRIP
By Edison Opto Corporation
www.edison-opto.com

FPC light strip is a lighting module which
is available in a variety of colors. Its flexible
circuit board not only enables novel design
thinking with bendable light source, but
also offers a wide range of applications with
dividable lighting segments.

OCEAN MARINER
By Studio Beam
www. studio-beam.com

Rusty fishing ports lanterns, swaying boats and deepfishing cages inspired these hanging lighting fixtures.
The Mariner collection lighting fixtures are hand
made from a combination of iron, hand blown glass
and wood engraving. This work process provides
each collection item with its unique fingerprint and a
nostalgic scent. It captures a yearning for traditional
fishing ports that are slowly disappearing from our
world. The Mariner collection items can be ordered
in a variety of colors and finishes, most recommended
being the Marine rusty finish.
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Events &
Expositions
2016

Calendar Of Events 2010

July

ARCHIDEX 2016
July 20 – 23
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: + 603 7982 4668
Fax: + 603 7982 1648
Email: info@archidex.com.my
Website: www.archidex.com.my

September
THAILAND LIGHTING FAIR 2016
September 1 – 3
Bangkok International Trade and Exhibition Center
Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 2 641 5483
Email: info@thailandlightingfair.com
www.thailandlightingfair.com
BEX ASIA 2016
September 7 – 9
Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre
Singapore
Tel: + 65 6780 4671
Fax: + 65 6588 3832
Email: Info@Bex-Asia.Com
Website: www.bex-asia.com
BMAM EXPO ASIA 2016
September 21 – 23
IMPACT Challenger
Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: + 66(0)2 833 5371
Fax: + 66(0)2 833 5127 9
Email: varamarta@impact.co.th
Website: www.maintenance-asia.com
LED+LIGHT ASIA 2016
September 28 – 30
Marina Bay Sands
Singapore
Tel: +65 6278 8666
Fax: +65 6278 4077
Email: LED@cems.com.sg
Website: www.ledlightasia.com

MYANMAR BUILD & DÉCOR 2016
October 6 – 8
Myanmar Event Park
Yangon, Myanmar
Tel: + 66 2713-3033
Fax: +66 2713-3034
Email: info@icvex.com
Website: www.myanmarbuilddecor.com
HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL LIGHTING FAIR
(AUTUMN EDITION)
October 27 – 30
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre,
Hong Kong
Tel: +65 6538 7376
Fax: +65 6538 7167
Email: singapore.office@hktdc.org
Website: www.hktdc.com/hklightingfairae

November
VISUAL ASIA EXPO 2016
November 3 – 4
Suntec Convention & Exhibition Centre
Singapore
Tel: +65 9730 9877
Email: info@visualasiaexpo.com
Website: .www.visualasiaexpo.com

October
iGEM 2016
October 5 – 8
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Malaysia
Tel: +603 4041 0311
Fax: +603 4043 7241
Email: enquiry@mesallworld.com
Website: www.igem.my

THE BIG 5 CONSTRUCT INDONESIA
November 9 – 11
Jakarta Convention Centre
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tel: +9714 438 0355
Fax: +9714 438 0356
Email: exhibit@thebig5constructindonesia.com
Website: www.thebig5constructindonesia.com
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